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A Abstract 
At the end of the 1980s, Milton Babbitt wrote three works with the same title yet for 
different instruments. They are Soli e Duettini for two guitars (1989)，Soli e Duettini 
for flute and guitar (1989) and Soli e Duettini for violin and viola (1990). This thesis 
studies the underlying structures as well as the musical surfaces of the three works. 
Being written in the maturity of the composer's composition career, having different 
works with the same title is special among his contemporary output. Moreover, the 
titles of Babbitt's works often provide some information about their musical features. 
The objective of this thesis is to answer the question: how is the title Soli e Duettini 
is manifested in the three works, and what are the similarities and differences among 
them? 
After supplying the background information of the study, the concepts related 
to Babbitt's compositional theory are discussed. After that two chapters are used for 
the study of the underlying structure and the musical surfaces of the three works. 
The discussions on underlying structure include the twelve-tone row，the all-partition 
array and their projections on the pitch and temporal domain. On the musical 




在一九八零年代尾，Mil ton B a b b i t t創作了三首標題皆為《獨奏與二 
重奏》的作品。它們的分別在於演奏的樂器：第一首為結他二重奏 
(1989)，第二首為結他與長笛二重奏(1989)，而第三首則為小提琴與 
中提琴二重奏 ( 1 9 9 0 )。本論文探討這三首樂曲的基層結構以及表層 
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D Typographic Conventions 
This section specifies the conventions and symbols used throughout the paper. Pitch 
names are represented by a note name followed by an octave number (e.g. C4). The 
octave from the middle C to the B eleven semitones above it constitutes octave 4 (i.e. 
C4 to B4). The twelve pitch-classes C, C#，. • .，B are notated as 0，1，2，. . •，A and 
B. The letters A and B are the abbreviations for 10 and 11 respectively] Unordered 
collections of pitch classes are enclosed in {}s, while ordered collections of pitch 
classes, or pitch-class segments, are enclosed in < >s (e.g. {015} and <501> 
respectively). 
Ordered intervals between two pitch classes, or their difference expressed in 
number of semitones modulus 12, share the same notation as pitch classes (i.e. 0, 1， 
2，...，A and B). Similarly, a segment of intervals is enclosed in a pair of angular 
brackets < >. An interval class, or the smallest interval between two pitch classes 
regardless of direction, is represented by i d to ic6. 
The twelve-tone operations of transpositions, inversions and retrogrades are 
represented as T n � I and R respectively, with the subscript indicating the transposition 
level in number of semitones. The multiplication (by five) operation is represented 
as M. When more than one twelve-tone operation are used, they are arranged in the 
order RTnIM, with the order of application of operations from right to left.^ Such 
twelve-tone operations are not restricted to twelve-tone rows. It applies to any 
combination of twelve-tone elements (for example, time-points in addition to pitch 
‘A and B can also be interpreted as the hexadecimal representations of 10 and 11. 
2 A composite twelve-tone operator in such format is defined as canonical operators in Morris 1987. 
ix 
classes) from a segment to an entire array. Prime forms of pitch-class sets are 
represented by Allen Forte's label [1973] followed by the actual pitch-class content 
enclosed in square brackets (e.g. 6-1 [012345]).^ 
Partition types are represented in power notation, which means that the 
number of parts of the same size is shown in superscripts. For example, is the 
even partition of twelve elements into six groups of two elements; Al^ is the 
partition into 10，1 and 1. Letters A, B and C are used for sizes of 10，11 and 12 
respectively, since two digits may cause ambiguities."^ 
3 This is also the convention used by Robert Morris. 
4 Typographic errors may easily occur when using power notation’ due to the frequent use of super 
scripts. 
X 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
The life of Milton Babbitt (1916 - ) witnesses the development of twelve-tone 
serialism in the twentieth century. He was bom around the years Arnold Schoenberg 
proposed his twelve-tone serialism and his early work Three Compositions for Piano 
was acclaimed as the first to have extended the serial principle to other non-pitch 
domains. Babbitt also extends the complexity of the twelve-tone combinatorial 
structure to engage more than two voices. The evolution of his use of arrays even 
becomes the milestones in the development of his composition techniques.^ 
The titles of Babbitt's musical compositions evolve with his composition 
techniques. The titles of his early works are objective in the sense that they report 
only the instrument(s) or just the number of instruments used. Three Compositions 
for Piano (1947)，Composition for Four Instruments (1948) and Composition for 
Twelve Instruments (1948) are typical examples.^ Starting from the 1950s, he began 
to hint at musical elements other than instrumentation in titles like Semi-Simple 
Variations (1956) and Partitions (1957), both for piano. Sextets (1966) for violin 
and piano is a skillful hybrid of the two: the title refers to a musical structure that 
contains multiple sections with six voices or layers (note the use of plural) but not 
instruments. In the 1970s, Babbitt began to manipulate his titles further. His Time 
Series includes three works for piano that explore the time domain: Playing for Time 
(1977), About Time (1982) and Overtime (1987). My Complements to Roger (1978) 
interprets the word "complements" as a common English word and also in relation 
5 Andrew Mead divides Babbitt's development of composition techniques into three periods according 
to the nature of arrays used. See his 1994 book and Chapter 2 for details. 
6 See Appendix for the list of musical compositions by Babbitt. 
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to twelve-tone theory. However, not until the three Soli e Duettini written at the end 
of the 1980s do we find different works sharing the same title. Before these three 
works, those of similar nature still bear different titles like The Joy of More Sextets 
(1986)，which continues the previous Sextets. It is the sharing of the same title by 
different works that triggers the present research. The question that occupies my 
mind during my research work is: what Babbitt wants to explore in these three 
works? 
These three Soli e Duettini, including Soli e Duettini for two guitars (1989), 
Soli e Duettini for flute and guitar (1989) and Soli e Duettini for violin and viola 
(1990), form the research topic of this thesis. To facilitate discussion, I shall refer 
them as "two-guitar duet", "flute-guitar duet" and "violin-viola duet" respectively, 
and the entire set as "three duets". Literally, the title of the three duets means “solos 
and little duets". The most straightforward understanding of the title is of course the 
pairing of instruments used. In all three pieces we hear sections played by both 
instruments together (the duets) interlaced with passages played by only one 
instrument (the solos). At a deeper level, the solos and duets refer not only to the 
instrumentation but also to the relationship between contrasting elements in other 
domains. These elements include the twelve-tone rows, pitch-class sets (unordered) 
and segments (ordered), arrays and their realization in the pitch and time domains. 
There is a wide spectrum of analytical writings on Babbitt's musical 
compositions and techniques. However, studies that focus on these three duets are 
scant. The only publication at hand during my writing of the thesis is Andrew 
Mead's An Introduction to the Music of Milton Babbitt (1994). Mead's discussion of 
the three duets forms the last part of his book. It covers the overall super-array 
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structures of the three duets and the mode of projection of the time-point array. He 
also discussed the opening and closing measures of the first two duets in great details 
using the trichord approach [pp. 255 - 263]. The arrays underlying the three duets 
are adapted from that of Babbitt's, Joy of More Sextets. This particular array, but not 
those of the three duets, is listed in the appendix [ibid., pp. 278 - 279]. 
After this introductory chapter, chapter two discusses important concepts that 
lie at the core of Babbitt's compositional techniques, including all-combinatorial 
hexachords, array and lynes, all-partition array and super-array, M-transformation 
and time-point. Chapter three, "Structural Anatomy", dissects the array structure 
underlying the three duets, with the objective of finding out the potentials and 
constraints of the array and its impact on the compositions based on it. Chapter four 
is focuses on the surface details of the three duets. Differences and similarities 
among the three duets are presented from the perspectives of the pitch and temporal 
domains. My emphases are on the realization of aggregates with special partition 
types, the treatment of pitch-class repetitions and the allocation of the D-hexachords 
within the pieces. The realization of the time-point array also forms an important 
•portion of the chapter. A conclusive chapter summarizes all the findings. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Concepts 
Babbitt embraced twelve-tone serialism throughout his entire composition career, 
and he has mentioned more than once that Schoenberg exerts an important influence 
on him and his works7 Basic knowledge of Schoenberg，s serial principle and pitch-
class set theory are essential for the exploration of Babbitt's musical and theoretical 
world, and there are abundant literatures that cover these areas.^ However, since 
Babbitt extended Schoenberg，s principle in several ways, in order to understand 
Babbitt's work in more details - in particular, the three duets of which this paper is 
devoted to - one should understand concepts of more specialized areas of the twelve-
tone theory. In this chapter, I will define and discuss these concepts to facilitate the 
discussion of Babbitt's three Soli e Duettini in subsequent chapters.^ 
2.1. All-combinatorial hexachords 
One important practice of Schoenberg's twelve-tone composition is that of 
hexachordal combinatoriality. Two transformations of the twelve-tone row are 
selected such that the pitch classes contained in their first hexachords are distinct. In 
other words, the two hexachords together contain all the twelve pitch classes. In 
Schoenberg's works the two transformations involved are inversions of one another. 
Babbitt generalizes this inversional hexachordal combinatoriality to row pairs, which 
7 See, for example, Babbitt 1974 and 1987. 
8 Among the wide range of literature on the topic of twelve-tone and atonal theory, see, for example, 
Rahn 1980 and Straus 1990. 
9 The first chapter of Mead 1994 discusses aspects of twelve-tone theory that are related to Babbitt's 
general compositional practice. 
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are related by transpositions, and retrogrades as well. The hexachords used to 
construct this kind of rows are thus called all-combinatorial hexachords. 
A simple example of an all-combinatorial hexachord is the chromatic 
hexachord, 6-1 [012345]. It can form an aggregate with one transposition (Te) and 
one inversion (TBI). In Babbitt 1955 he listed the six hexachords that exhibit all-
combinatorial property. These six hexachords are later referred to by Martino as A, 
B, ... , F [1961, Table 1，229]. Table 1 below lists the combinatorial properties for 
the six all-combinatorial hexachords. According to the number of transposition 
levels that a hexachord is combinatorial with, the six hexachords can be classified 
into first-, second-, third- and sixth-order. Of the six hexachords listed here, Babbitt 
tends to restrict himself to the use of the first five. The type-F hexachord, which is 
the whole-tone collection, seems to be too redundant and exhibits limited 
compositional interest. 
Hexachord Martino's Label Combinatorial with 
6-1 [012345] A T6，TbI 
First-order 6-8[023457] B T^, Tgl 
6-32[024579] C Te, TbI 
Second-order 6-7[012678] D T3, T9, T5I, TbI 
Third-order 6-20[014589] E T2, T^, 丁八，Tgl, T7I, TbI 
T i , T3，T5，T7, To, T r , 
Sixth-order 6-35[02468A] F T T T T T T T T T T T T 1 il, I3I, I5I, I7I, I9I, lei 
Table 1: Six all-combinatorial hexachords and their combinatorial properties 
Babbitt has discussed in 1974 the relationship between trichords and the six 
all-combinatorial hexachords. A hexachord is said to be generated from a trichord if 
All-combinatorial hexachord is firstly mentioned in Babbitt 1955, in which he discussed the 
distinction between "semi-combinatoriality", which is the one used by Schoenberg, and "all-
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the former can be constructed from two forms of the latter (just like the combination 
of two forms of an all-combinatorial hexachord to form an aggregate). A hexachord 
may have more than one trichord generator; and a trichord can generate more than 
one hexachord type. Utilizing this relationship, “it is possible to progress from any 
trichord to any other through shared hexachords, and any trichord can return to itself 
after passing through any number (1 — 10 inclusive) of intervening trichords" 
[Babbitt 1974，20]. 
Hexachord Generators Other subsets 
6-l[012345] 3-l[012], 3-2[013], 3-3[014], 3-6[024] 3-4[015], 3-7[025] 
6-8[023457] 3-2[013], 3-4[015], 3-6[024], 3-7[025] 3-l[012]’ 3-3[014]， L � L j’ L j， L j， L J 3-9[027], 3-11 [037] 
6-32[024579] 3-6[024], 3-7[025], 3-9[027], 3-11 [037] 3-2[013], 3-4[015] 
6-7[012678] 3-1 [012], 3-4[015]，3-5[016], 3-9[027] 3-8[026] 
6-20[014589] 3-3[014], 3-4[015], 3-11 [037], 3-12[048] 
6-35[02468A] 3-6[024], 3-8[026], 3-12[048] 
Table 2: Trichord generators of all-combinatorial hexachords 
As will be discussed in section 2.4 below, the twelve-tone rows underlying 
the three duets are constructed from the D-hexachord. 
2.2. Array and lyne 
While extending Schoenberg's combinatorial principle by pairing row forms related 
not only by inversions, but by transpositions and retrogrades as well, Babbitt further 
enriches the combinatorial structure underlying his music by involving more than 
two row forms. Four twelve-tone rows are played simultaneously near the end of 
Composition for Four Instruments, one of Babbitt's early works. As shown in Table 
combinatoriality". Before that Perle has listed the number of possible chords with cardinalities from 
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3 below, aggregates are formed in a number of ways. Firstly, each instrument plays 
two transformations of its own twelve-tone row. Secondly, the two rows of the 
woodwind pair as well as the string pair are hexachordally combinatorial. Moreover, 
aggregates are formed by combining the segmental trichords of all the four 
instruments, as represented by the eight columns in Table 3. A structure such as the 
one shown in Table 3 that is not yet realized (or 'composed-out') as a musical 
composition is called an array." 
Flute IBA i 986 023 ； 457 689 j ABl 754 | 320 
Clarinet 302 | 574 M B | 869 475 ： 203 968 ： BIA 
Violin 487 ！ 0B3 956 j 12A 3B0 ： 784 A21 j 659 
Cello 596 ； 1A2 847 ! 03B 2A1 ： 695 B30 ： 748 
Table 3: Pitch-class structure of the last section of Composition for Four Instruments 
The term array is borrowed from mathematics and its original definition is a 
structure of any dimension with its elements referenced by indexes in each 
dimension. When applied to twelve-tone theory, its interpretation is restricted to a 
two-dimension structure. Each of the horizontal line in an array is called a lyne.^^ It 
should be noted that both array and lyne are compositionally unrealized structure, 
and do not have implications even on what musical parameters they are referring to. 
Although Table 3 is extracted from the pitch classes of a composition, elements 
within an array or a lyne can also represent time-point classes, dynamics, modes of 
articulations and so on. 
one to eleven, and the number of transpositionally distinct chords (1954). 
“ T h e properties and construction of arrays are discussed in Babbitt 1974; Winham 1970; Starr and 
Morris 1977 and 1978; Morris 1987; Babbitt 1987 and Morris and Alegant 1988. 
12 The term is first used in Kassler 1967. 
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Underlying the principle of serialism is the concept of ordering. A twelve-
tone row imposes a particular ordering of the twelve elements out of the entire 
universe of 479,001,600 possible orderings. When more than one twelve-tone row 
are combined in an array, the ordering of the elements becomes bi-dimensional. In 
addition to the order imposed on the elements of each row form, another kind of 
order is imposed on the aggregate level. Using again the array of Table 3 as an 
example, any element in a composite aggregate (represented by the eight columns), 
say, the segment < 9 8 6 � i n the flute part of the second aggregate, must appear after 
all the twelve pitch classes of the first aggregate, i.e. <1BA> by the flute, <302> by 
the clarinet, < 4 8 7 � b y the violin and < 5 9 6 � b y the cello. All these ordering 
constraints are fundamental in determining the final outcome on the musical surface 
when the array is realized. 
Table 3 also illustrates well the relationship between all-combinatorial 
hexachords and its generators. The lynes of the woodwind and string pairs are 
constructed from 3-2[013] and 3-3[014] that form the segmental type-B and type-E 
hexachords respectively. When the trichords are combined in the eight composite 
aggregates, both the woodwind and string pairs give type-A hexachords. 
Flute B 丨 B \ i 1 A ： A A ； A Clarinet B ； B 丨 丨 
Violin E i E ： ： 
： A ； A A ： A Cello E ： E I ！ 
Table 4: All-combinatorial hexachord types of individual lynes and lyne pairs of the last section of 
Composition for Four Instruments 
Pages 
2.3. All-partition array, super-array 
In the foregoing example from Composition for Four Instruments, each of the eight 
aggregates is divided (or 'partitioned') evenly among the four instruments by having 
each instrument play a trichord. In later works, Babbitt introduces variations in the 
pattern of partitioning the twelve pitch classes of an aggregate into the constituent 
lynes, to an extent that all different types of partitions are involved. Such kind of 
array is called an all-partition arrayP 
Table 5 lists all the 77 ways of partitioning a set of twelve elements into 
twelve or less parts. Each column groups the partitions with the same number of 
parts and each row groups those sharing the same longest segment lengths. The 
partitions are expressed in power formats as mentioned in "Typographic 
Conventions,，at the beginning of this paper. 
Andrew Mead divides the composition career of Babbitt into three periods (1994，chapter 1). The 
beginnings of the second and third periods are marked by the use of all-partition arrays and super-
arrays respectively. 
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No. of parts 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 . . . _ I 112 —]— 
2 2: 2〒 2414 2316 2〒 I 21'" I 32 1 ” 3i3 ” 2i5 
3 3 3321 32214 32^6 321 31 12 
4322 么 42^1'…4 4 43 4222 432 1 43213 \ 421^  41« 15 
4231 其 4 2 ” 431 5 ？P ： 
g . 5^ 2 5421 52^ 1^  5 n i 5 543 5321 532 53j4 521 51 13 
I — 5322 I 651 " W 
6 62 642 6321 二 2 62” 11 ^ 632 623 62 1 ^ 
7 75 ！^ 32 721' 7 
OO 1 
8 84 温 8212 8I4 5 
9 93 921 —9” 
10 A2 ~ ~ r ~ 
11 — ^ M j ~ t ~ . 
12 c ~~i ~ 
Count I 1 I 6 I 12 I 15 | 13 | 11 | 7 | 5 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 77 
Table 5: 77 partitions of twelve into twelve or fewer parts 
All of the arrays used by the six instruments in the three duets discussed by 
this paper are all-partition array with six lynes, which means that they contain all the 
possible ways to partition the aggregate into six or fewer parts. The total number of 
partition types can be calculated from Table 5 by summing the total counts at the 
bottom for the six columns on the left, giving the total 5 8 ( 1 + 6 + 1 2 + 15 + 13 + 
11) . 
In his recent works, including his three Soli e Duettini, Babbitt combines 
several (up to four) transformations of an array into larger contrapuntal networks, 
which Mead called super-arrays [1994: 37]. In the three duets, each instrument 
plays a single transformation and the two arrays are combined with a distinct pattern. 
This will be discussed in details in section 3.3 of the next chapter. 
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2.4. M Operation / Transformation 
In addition to the twelve-tone operations used by Schoenberg - transpositions, 
inversions and retrogrades, Babbitt also uses another kind of operation, called M 
operation, to relate his twelve-tone rows. The M operation can be interpreted as the 
"multiplicative" operation, an extension of the additive and subtractive nature of 
transpositions and inversions r e spec t ive ly . 
If we interpret the twelve pitch classes 0，1，...，B as the numbers from zero 
to eleven, the transposition and inversion operations Tn / T J becomes adding and 
subtracting the transposition level n to the pitch classes, then getting the remainder 
after dividing by twelve (i.e. mod 12). Given the mathematical inclination of 
Babbitt, it is natural that he extended this concept to multiplication. Of the twelve 
multipliers from zero to eleven, only 1，5，7 and 11 retain the set of twelve numbers; 
other multipliers shrink the set to a smaller one. The multipliers 1 and 11 are 
equivalent to the identity (without change, like To) and inversion operation 
respectively. Only the remaining two, 5 and 7，are non-redundant and introduce 
compositional interest. The operation "multiply by 5 mod 12" is defined as the M 
operation and "multiply by 7 mod 12" is the inversion of M and denoted as IM. If 
the M operation is applied to every pitch class of an array, the resultant array is 
called its M-transformation. 
When M and IM is applied to the chromatic scale <0123456789AB>, we get 
<05A3816B4927> and <07294B6183A5> respectively, which are series built on the 
intervals of perfect fourth and perfect fifth (see Example 1). For this reason the two 
14 The M operation is discussed in Howe 1967，Morris 1987，Starr 1978，Star and Morris 1977-78 and 
Mead 1994. 
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operations are sometimes called "cycle (or circle) of fourths / fifths" operations (e.g. 
in Mead 1994). 
P (Chromatic scale)咨 J 甘」 J [ J J J | | � J j j J 卞 ^ 
M(P)�circle of4ths ^ J 」l^「 |J jjj 「 J J J ^ ^ ^ 
IM(P)，circle of 5ths | 咨 J J J J J 「 , | 」 # 」 J — J 卞 」 | 
Example 1: M and IM operations on chromatic scale 
Andrew Mead described the circle-of-fifth transformation as "maintain[ing] 
aggregates within the partitions while changing the underlying row's interval pattern 
in predictable ways" [1994: 36]. Example 1 shows that the interval classes ic3 and 
ic6 are preserved under M, and so are interval classes ic2, ic4 and ic6 under IM. 
Apart from these invariants, the remaining interval classes are mapped to different 
ones. Therefore, a pitch-class segment is mapped under M or IM onto one that is not 
the transpositions, inversions or retrogrades of its own in general, since these three 
classical twelve-tone operations always preserve the interval classes. 
2.5. Time-point 
Literally, a time-point is the point of occurrence of an event in the time axis. When 
applied to music, it is the point of occurrence of a musical event. In most cases, 
musical events are referred to as the articulation of notes. The concept of time-point 
exists long before Babbitt's serial music. Babbitt's important contribution to it lies 
in its application in his music. 
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In his 1962 article "Twelve-Tone Rhythmic Structure and the Electronic 
Medium", Babbitt proposed using time-point as the counterpart of pitch-class in the 
temporal domain. In his earlier works, like Composition for Four Instruments, 
Babbitt used series based on note durations. In this article, he pointed out that the 
listener can hardly interpret "interval of note duration", which is the difference in 
lengths of the durations in a series of note durations. Serialization of time-points, 
however, enables the concept of intervals to be more easily understood, since the 
difference in time-points becomes the time interval between successive note 
articulations. 
The concept of time-point interval is very important since most of the other 
twelve-tone concepts in the pitch domain can then have their counterparts in the 
temporal domain. An octave, the interval of twelve semitones, becomes the 
modulus, which represents the duration between twelve successive time-points. To 
illustrate the concept of modulus, Babbitt used a modulus of twelve semiquavers in 
his 1962 article and the length of modulus is equal to that of a measure. However, 
Babbitt introduces a number of variations in the time point modulus when applied to 
his w o r k s . Moduli of different lengths are used in the same work, either 
juxtaposed or superimposed in different voices. Since many different modulus 
lengths are used, most of them do not fit into the length of a measure. For example, 
in Sextets for violin and piano, both quintuplets and septuplets are used as time-point 
units, and thus the modulus lengths are two plus two-fifth and one plus five-seventh 
crochet respectively. 
15 After Babbitt has developed the concept of time-point and time-point series, he stopped using the 
duration series. 
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With the concept of "time-point octave" in place, the concept of inversion 
follows. Instead of going backwards in the time axis for the time-point of an 
inverted interval, which is impractical, duration of multiples of modulus length are 
added so that a forward time-point is used.^^ Those calculations on semitone 
intervals used in the pitch-class domain can be easily translated to the temporal 
domain with time-point units. This resemblance between the two domains is one of 
the major strengths of the time-point system. With this interpretation of intervals in 
the time-point domain, the twelve-tone operations on a pitch-class series like 
transpositions and inversions become feasible. The retrograde operation is trivial -
just to reverse the order of time points. Finally, with these three basic twelve-tone 
operations, a structure as complex as an entire array can be applied to the time-point 
domain" 
16 When pitch-class instead of pitch interval is considered, direction of an interval is no longer an 
issue. 
口 Mead 1987a mentions the use of time-points as well as a number of other rhythmic techniques in 
Babbitt's recent works. 
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Chapter 3 Structural Anatomy 
Music analysis is a process of abstraction. According to the criteria set up by the 
analyst, the elements of the musical composition are arranged into a hierarchy. Some 
of them are regarded as crucial and the others supplementary. The crucial ones are 
selected as part of the underlying structure representing the musical composition and 
those supplementary ones are discarded. This process of selection is repeated as the 
underlying structure becomes more and more refined. Ultimately, a "fundamental" 
structure is reached which is usually fitted into a model that represents the style of 
the composition. 
For tonal music, the pitch domain is always treated in the highest priority (as 
suggested by the word "tonal" itself). When analyzing harmonies, roman numerals 
are added and individual pitches are classified as chord notes, passing notes, 
auxiliary notes, etc. These harmonies are then entered into a higher level according 
to their functions such as tonic, dominant, sub-dominant and others; which in turn are 
aligned in a more global structure representing the form. Similar things happen in 
the approach proposed by Schenker in the extraction of the "fundamental structure", 
a "background" structural counterpoint, through a number of intermediate "middle-
grounds". 
Schoenberg's serialism also serves (at least initially) the pitch domain. 
Pitches are no longer classified as consonance or dissonance with regard to the tonic. 
However, it does not mean that all twelve pitch-classes assume equal importance. 
The functional hierarchy of pitches is just replaced by a specific ordering of the 
twelve pitch classes. Not only the ordering, but also the relative importance, of the 
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twelve pitch-classes can vary from piece to piece. This is the major difference from 
music with functional harmonic structure: the relationship between the twelve pitch 
classes becomes specific to a composition, and not a general characteristic that 
applies for all. Babbitt called this the contextual feature of serial music. 
Babbitt's generalization of Schoenberg's serialism is undertaken in two 
dimensions. He extends the use of series of non-pitch domains such as time-point 
and dynamics. Moreover, he adopts a more complex contrapuntal structure (the 
array), which contains the simultaneous use of different transformations of a series. 
In Babbitt's music, the contextual feature becomes truer. A particular ordering of the 
twelve pitch-classes is just one selected from the universe of millions of possibilities, 
and the array structure is again one of the many ways to build the tone-row. 
Therefore in analyzing this kind of "total" or "integral" serial music, especially those 
by Babbitt, the ordering of the pitch-classes (i.e. the row) and the underlying array 
should be an important, if not the only, part of the analysis. 
A rough analogy can be made between the array underlying a composition 
and the DNA in the cells of a living organism. The DNA，which has only a few 
kinds, can be arranged differently into extremely long chains (the chromosomes), 
which result in very distinct characteristics and behaviors of living organisms. 
Similarly, the twelve pitch-classes can be arranged to different twelve-tone row, 
which can be in turn constructed to form different arrays. The arrays are then 
realized as pieces with very different musical surfaces. Needless to say, this analogy 
can only be applied at the most conceptual level. Firstly, due to the occurrences of 
repetitions, the number of arrangements of DNA into chromosomes is much more 
than the number of all possible twelve-tone rows (12! = 479,001,600, a huge number 
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already). Secondly, the relationship between the behaviors of a living organism and 
its DNA is far more complicated than that between the surface features and the 
underlying tone-row of a serial composition. Thirdly, the realization of an 
underlying array structure as actual musical surface still plays a very important part 
in determining the overall musical outcome. Even the same array with the same 
underlying tone-row can become very different music. ^ ^ 
The analysis of a Babbitt work then consists of two main steps. First of all, 
we work on the underlying structure itself, which includes the twelve-tone row and 
the array, in order to find out its characteristics, and its potentials and constraints on 
the realization process. We then work on the process of realization in order to figure 
out the relationship between the actual music on the surface and the underlying 
structure. Compared with the analytical approach for tonal music mentioned above, 
it reverses the abstraction process, as the structure becomes the final goal rather than 
the point of departure. 
The main focus of this chapter is the twelve-tone row and the array structure 
underlying all the three duets, and that of the next chapter it is the surface details 
derived from the realization of the array. This realization process is carried out in 
several phases. In each phase, the three duets are treated differently and as a result 
the same underlying array approaches the different characteristics on the surface of 
the three pieces. In the initial step, out of the ninety six possible twelve-tone 
transformations of the array (48 for the original form and another 48 for the M-
transformation), one is selected for each of the six instrumental parts. Secondly, the 
18 Of course the opposite, i.e. to ignore the underlying twelve-tone row and the array structure 
altogether in the analysis of Babbitt's works, has been proposed, see, for example, Guck 1997. 
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modes of projection of the array elements to various musical parameters are selected. ‘ 
The three duets apply almost identical projection methods in the pitch domains, and 
they only differ very slightly in the time-point domain. After that, blocks and 
aggregates of the array transformations selected for the two instruments are 
combined. In this step of super-array design, the composer selects the aggregates to 
be played in solo and those to be played together, and this decision determines the 
overall combined lyne density. Having defined the super-array structure, the 
composer proceeds to turn the arrays to musical elements. 
Normally, a systematic description of the underlying structure of a musical 
composition employs models, which make use of non-musical symbols. For an 
underlying structure or system cannot be sufficiently described by just using staves, 
notes and stems. It should consist of symbols that can effectively represent the 
features of the system. In the twelve-tone and pitch-class systems, mathematical 
models are usually used since a systematic interpretation of the symbols is already 
well established, and they can represent the musical structure well. So we have 
symbols for pitch-class sets, twelve-tone operations, etc. However, we should be 
bear in mind that the use of mathematical models helps display the features 
underlying the musical composition, and the aesthetic values of those features rest on 
musical instead of mathematical grounds. 
For example, an all-partition array includes all possible partition types. A 
composer's decision to use an all-partition array as the underlying structure of a 
composition is not only due to the reason of "exhaustion of possibilities". Another 
possible reason, or the major reason, is that he wants to create more varieties by 
using different partition types. More specifically, aggregates with different partition 
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types will produce different musical effects when the aggregates are projected to a 
certain domain (probably the pitch-class or time-point domain). Of importance to a 
composer is the effect produced by these variations in various domains, rather than 
(or not only) the fact that a complete list of elements is used. Babbitt once claimed 
that he concerned more about the effect rather than the underlying structure [1987: 
27]. 
Since this chapter focuses on the structure underlying the three duets in 
different levels, it uses some mathematical or non-musical models or symbols. 
Readers should bear in mind that the objective of using these non-musical means to 
describe the structure of the music is to convey abstract or complex information 
systematically. Using a table format to describe an array or part of an array is easier 
for the readers to understand than putting all the array elements as notes in staves. 
Moreover, an array is an abstract structure that can be realized in any domain. Using 
a specific musical notation to represent an array may restrict the interpretation or 
understanding to one single domain only. 
Apart from the use of non-musical models to describe certain characteristics, 
I have used statistical approaches. Results of these statistical surveys are usually 
tabled. However, not every statistical result will be given interpretation, for I intend 
to investigate the overall trend displayed by the results and the implication of this 
overall trend on the musical surface. 
3.1. Properties of the Twelve-tone Row 
All the three duets are based on the same twelve-tone row <01682743B9A5> 
(henceforth P) and its M-transformation MP <0564AB837921> (henceforth Q). 
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Both P and Q are constructed from the concatenation of two D-hexachords (6-
7[012678]). Table 6 and Table 7 below list the 48 transformations of the two rows. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the D-hexachord is a second order all-combinatorial 
hexachord and thus it is symmetrical and it maps onto itself as well as its 
complement under two transposition levels (To, Te onto itself; T3 and T9 onto its 
complement). Therefore P and Q are hexachordally combinatorial under the 
operations T3, T9, T5I, TbI, T5M, TbM，and the retrograde forms To, Te, T2I, Tgl, T2M 
and TgM. Their three hexachordal regions: {012678} {3459AB}, 
{123789} {0456AB} and {23489A} {01567B} are henceforth denoted as regions Ti, 
T2 and T3 respectively. 
Tol T,I Tfil Tgl T2I T7I T4I T3I TbI T9I Tgl 
T o 0 1 6 8 2 7 4 3 B 9 A 5 R T o 
T B B 0 5 7 1 6 3 2 A 8 9 4 R T B 
T 6 6 7 0 2 8 1 A 9 5 3 4 B R T 6 
T 4 4 5 A O 6 B 8 7 3 1 2 9 R T 4 
T A A B 4 6 0 5 2 1 9 7 8 3 R T A 
T 5 5 6 B 1 7 0 9 8 4 2 3 A R T S 
T8 8 9 2 4 A 3 0 B 7 5 6 1 RT8 
T 9 9 A 3 5 B 4 1 0 8 6 7 2 R T 9 
T , 1 2 7 9 3 8 5 4 0 A B 6 R T I 
T3 3 4 9 B 5 A 7 6 2 0 1 8 R T 3 
T 2 2 3 8 A 4 9 6 5 1 B 0 7 R T Z 
T 7 7 8 I 3 9 2 B A 6 4 5 O R T 7 
RToI RT,I RTfil RTgl RT2I RT7I RT4I RT3I RTbI RT9I RT^I RT5I 
Table 6: 48 transformations of P 
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Tol T5I T6l T4I TaI TbI Tgl T3I T7I T9I T^I T,I 
To 0 5 6 4 A B 8 3 7 9 2 1 RTo 
T7 7 0 1 B 5 6 3 A 2 4 9 8 R T 7 
T6 6 B 0 A 4 5 2 9 1 3 8 7 RT6 
T8 8 1 2 0 6 7 4 B 3 5 A 9 R T 8 
T2 2 7 8 6 0 1 A 5 9 B 4 3 R T 2 
T , 1 6 7 5 B 0 9 4 8 A 3 2 R T I 
T4 4 9 A 8 2 3 0 7 B 1 6 5 RT4 
T9 9 2 3 1 7 8 5 0 4 6 B A R T 9 
TS 5 A B 9 3 4 1 8 0 2 7 6 RT5 
T 3 3 8 9 7 1 2 B 6 A O 5 4 R T 3 
T A A 3 4 2 8 9 6 1 5 7 0 B RTA 
T B B 4 5 3 9 A 7 2 6 8 1 0 RTR 
RToI RT5I RTJ RT4I RTaI RTbI RTgl RT3I RT7I RT9I RT2I RTjI 
Table 7: 48 transformations of Q 
The row P has an interval succession of <152659B8A17>. Since the D-
hexachord does not contain the interval class ic3, the latter occurs only in the middle 
between the two 6-7[012678]s. For the other ten intra-hexachord intervals, minor 
second and perfect fourth appear twice, while major second, tritone, minor sixth and 
minor seventh appear only once. The remaining intervals - minor third and major 
third - do not appear. 
As shown in Example 2, the first hexachord of P can be segmented into two 
3-5[016]s, and the second hexachord into two 3-4[015]s. These two trichords are 
both generators of the D-hexachord. Another two generators of the D-hexachord, 3-
1[012] and 3-9[027]，appear once in each hexachord. The remaining intra-
hexachordal trichords are both 3-9[026]. Since interval class ic3 appears only once 
in the middle of the row, there are only two trichords containing the interval class 
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ic3: 3-7[025] and 3-3[014]. Of the twelve types of trichords, five do not appear in 
the row: 3-2[013], 3-6[024], 3-10[036], 3-11 [037] and 3-12[048]. 
3-5[Q161 3-8[0261 3-7[0251 3-4[0151 3 - l _ 
A r 入 V I �r 人 I 、二 r^ \f � 
p 1 4 r " r 0 � I � � J � � r J … � , 
t T 八 ’ 八 ’ 八 J V 7 
Y Y Y y y 
3-9[0271 3-5[0161 3-3[0141 3-8[0261 3-4[0151 
3 - 5 p i 6 1 3-8[jp261 3-2[(^l31 3-4[0人 151 3-9[0^271 
Q=M(P) i j . � � I 丨 」 � r k i P T J J � I 丨 r I 
i ) V . ~ J \. I JK _ 八 J V. ；' 
Y Y Y Y Y 3-l[0121 3-5 [0161 3-11 [0371 3-8[0261 3-4[0151 Example 2: Segmental trichords in the twelve-tone row and its M-transformation 
A comparison of the segmental trichords in the tone-row and its M-
transformation reveals their similarities and differences. As shown in Example 2，the 
three trichords 3-4[015], 3-5[016] and 3-8[026] are invariant under M-
transformation; they map to themselves. The trichords 3-1 [012] and 3-9[027] map to 
each other. The remaining 3-3[014] and 3-7[025] become new chord types, 3-
11 [037] and 3-2[013] respectively, in the new row. The symmetrical trichords, 3-
6[024], 3-10[036] and 3-12[048], do not appear in either row. 
We can further differentiate between the trichords common to P and Q by 
taking the order of their pitch classes into account. If a trichord is not vertically 
symmetrical, we can arrange its three constituent pitch classes to forms that cannot 
be transformed to each other by the three basic twelve-tone operations (!„, I and R). 
Example 3 shows three such orderings of a 3-4[015]. 
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_ � r r 丨 「 r � 1 � � r i 
Example 3: Three arrangements of 3-4[015] that are not related by I or R 
The first three pitch classes in P <016> form a 3-5 [016] with interval segment 
< 1 5 � . Their trichord counterpart in Q, <056〉，is of the same chord type and they are 
also related by RTel (the interval segment <51> reverses the order of the original 
intervals). So the leading trichord of Q can be interpreted as the retrograde of 
inversion, in addition to M-transformation, of that of P. 
The trichord that follows, however, behaves differently. The two segments 
based on the fourth to sixth pitch classes of P and Q (<827�and <4AB>) are still 3-
5 [016]，but they are not related by twelve-tone operations other than M. Therefore in 
the first hexachord segments of P and Q, the first trichord segments are common -
the one from P can be found somewhere in Q. However, the second trichord 
segments from the two rows are distinct. 
The two 3-4[015]s in the second half of the row exhibit similar properties. 
The last three pitch classes from the two rows are retrogrades of each other (<9A5> 
from P = RTg of < 9 2 1 � f r o m Q), while the trichord segments from the 7th to 9th 
elements are distinct - they are only related by M. 
From the twelve-tone rows, we can see how Babbitt manipulates the notion of 
solo and duet in the trichord level. The leading and ending trichordal segments exist 
in duets - they appear in both rows, while the two trichordal segments appear as 
solos. 
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For the other trichords common to both rows, the two segments from 3-
l[012]s (<B9A> from P and < 5 6 4 � f r o m Q) are related by retrograde-inversion but 
those from 3-9[027] (<168� f rom P and < 7 9 2 � f r o m Q) are related only by M. The 
remaining two 3-8[026]s are related by inversion.^^ The foregoing discussion of the 
set classes and contours of the segmental trichords from the two rows are 
summarized in Table 8 below. 
Common to P In P only In Q only Not in both P and 
and Q Q 
Set Class 3-l[012] 3-3[014] 3-2[013] 3-6[024] 




Ordered 3-l[012] - <1A> 3-l[012] - <11> 
segments 3-4[015] - <17> 3-4[015] - <14> 3-4[015] - <85> 
formed from 3-5[016] - <15> 3-5[016] - <65> 3-5[016] - <16> 
common set 3-8[026] - <26> 3-8[026] - <46> 
classes 3-8[026] - <24> 
3-9[027] - <25> 3-9[027] - <57> 
Table 8: Set classes and contours of segmental trichords from P and Q 
The segmental chords with four, five and six pitch classes are treated as in the 
case of trichords, and the various set classes are listed in Table 9. The approach used 
above can be applied to segments of four, five and six pitch classes (Table 9) to 
identify the common and different set classes and to differentiate common set classes 
by contours. Within the two halves of the row, we notice that the number of 
different set classes decrease as the lengths of segments increase. Both P and Q have 
only two tetrachords type within the beginning and ending hexachords, 4-16[0157] 
19 3-8[026] is a special chord type that all the segments formed from it are related by normal twelve-
tone operation. 
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and 4-5 [0126]，and they map to each other under M-transformation. The set classes 
for the four pentachords within the hexachords are the same. Unlike the trichords, 
segmental tetrachords, pentachords and hexachords derivable from P and Q are all 
distinct (i.e. cannot map to one another by transposition, inversion and retrograde). 
This comes as no surprise. If segments of four or more pitch classes are linked by 
normal twelve-tone operations, all the segmental trichords within the segment should 
also be similarly linked. However, since common trichordal segments in P and Q are 
not adjacent, those for all longer segments are also distinct. 
P Q 
pc Tetrachords Pentachords Hexachords pc Tetrachords Pentachords Hexachords 
0 4-16[0157] 5-15[01268] 6-7[012678] 0 4-5[0126] 5-15[01268] 6-7[012678] 
1 4-16[0157] 5-7[01267] 6-Z12[012467] 5 4-5 [0126] 5-7[01267] 6-Z12[012467] 
6 4-5[0126] 5-9[01246] 6-Z4[012456] 6 4-16[0157] 5-24[01357] 6-Z26[013578] 
8 4-Z15[0146] 5-6[01256] 6-Z44[012569] 4 4Z29[0137] 5-20[01568] 6-Z19[013478] 
2 4-4[0125] 5-Z37[03458] 6-Z48[012579] A 4-14[0237] 5-Z17[01348] 6-Z37[012348] 
7 4-19[0148] 5-30[01468] 6-Z17[012478] B 4-19[0148] 5-13[01248] 6-Z17[012478] 
4 4-16[0157] 5-7[01267] 6-7[012678] 8 4-5 [0126] 5-7[01267] 6-7[012678] 
3 4-5[0126] 5-15[01268] 3 4-16[0157] 5-15[01268] 




Table 9: Segmental tetrachords, pentachords and hexachords in P and Q 
3.2. Properties of the Array 
Altogether six arrays are used in the three duets and they are different 
transformations of a single array class. The array used by the first guitar of the guitar 
duet will be discussed in illustration of the general properties of the array class, and 
the individualities of each of the six arrays will also be discussed. The content of the 
six arrays is listed in Appendix 2. 
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The array used by guitar 1 in the guitar duet consists of six lynes and a total 
of 58 aggregates. These 58 aggregates exhaust all the possible ways of dividing up 
twelve pitch classes into six or fewer parts, ranging from the most linear aggregate 
with only one lyne to the one having two pitch classes from each of the six lynes. 
The six lynes can be grouped into three pairs that are hexachordally combinatorial, 
covering the three hexachord regions of the D-hexachord. 
Each of the six lynes contains eight different transformations of the 
underlying twelve-tone row. Since the first hexachord from all the eight row forms 
are identical in pitch-class content, the second half of a row form and the first half of 
the following row form always add up to an aggregate. These 48 transformations are 
all distinct; each of the 48 Schoenbergian twelve-tone row transformations (Tn, T J 
and RTnl, where n ranges from 0 to 11) is used only once.^ ® Table 10 shows the 
distribution of these 48 transformations in the six lynes. 
Lyne 1 RT2I RTg T9 T5I T3 RTo RTgl TbI 
Lyne 2 To Tgl RT5I RT9 RTbI T2I Tg RT3 
Lyne 3 RT.I � � 1 RTb Tg RT5 T4I RT7I T2 
Lyne 4 RT2 Tb RT4I T,I RTaI T5 RTg T7I 
Lyne 5 T , R T q I R T a T9I RT4 R T ^ I T 7 T3I 
Lyne 6 RT, Tpl T4 RT3I T^ T I^ RT7 RT9I 
Table 10: Distribution of the 48 tone-row transformations 
As shown in Table 10，the six lynes are divisible into three hexachordally 
combinatorial pairs, each of which resides in a distinct hexachordal region. While 
lynes 1 and 2 are in region To, lynes 3 and 4 and 5 and 6 are in regions T2 and Ti 
respectively. Vertically, row forms within each of the three pairs have distinct 
The collection of all 48 transformations of a row is referred to as a hypemggregate in Mead 1994, 
34. 
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relationship. In the top-most lyne pair, a row form in the upper lyne is always a 
retrograde inversion (RT2I) of its lower partner. In the middle lyne pair, the 
relationship is alternately T3I and T9I. Comparatively, the bottom lyne pair is more 
irregular; the upper row is either the exact retrograde (the first, second, sixth and 
seventh) or the retrograde transposed a tritone apart of the lower row. 
In Appendix 2，the 58 aggregates for the first guitar array are grouped into 
eight blocks: while the fourth and eighth blocks take up eight aggregates each, all the 
other blocks take up seven aggregates. The boundaries between row forms do not 
always coincide with the boundaries between aggregates (in some aggregates, such 
as aggregate 8，a lyne segment may contain the closing segment of a row form 
followed by the beginning segment of the next row form) and the boundaries 
21 
between blocks. The reason for still grouping the aggregates into eight blocks will 
become clear when the structure of the super arrays is described. 
Since there are only 48 row-form transformations, some pitch classes must be 
repeated to account for the extra 120 pitch classes of the 5 8-aggregate array. The 
repeated pitch classes, unevenly distributed among the six lynes, are enclosed in 
parenthesis in Appendix 2，and shown in Table 11. Together with the repeated pitch 
classes, lyne 1 contains 114 pitch classes (96 from the eight transformations and 18 
repeated); lyne 2 contains 111, and so on. 
21 In some other works, such as Post-Partitions, which use a different all-partition array of 58 
aggregates, the row form boundaries are aligned with block boundaries. 
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Blocks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 No. of pes 
Lyne 1 AA 2 6 267 B62 82 85 B570 18 
Lyne2 4 98 73 711A 0 47 0A4 15 
Lyne 3 36B5 4 50 BB66 9 44B 21 8A91B 22 
Lyne 4 711 A 10A8 550A A99 7A 66B33 22 
Lyne 5 290 63 24 83350 81 5 391865 21 
Lyne 6 58 OB B7 9448992 73 631 4227 22 
‘ Table 11: Repetition of pitch classes in the eight blocks 
As discussed, the 58 aggregates of the entire array are distributed among the 
six lynes in all possible different manners, ranging from one to six parts. Where 
fewer lynes are involved, each lyne contributes a longer segment, and so the order of 
pitch classes is closer to the original order of the underlying twelve-tone row. In one 
extreme, the aggregate contains only one lyne (agg. 39，with partition C) and 
presents the row T4L In the opposite extreme, the aggregate is shared evenly by all 
six lynes (agg. 29, with partition 2^) and thus the ordering of the twelve pitch classes 
is barely restricted. Table 12 shows the number of lynes participating in all the 58 
aggregates. 
Block Agg. No. of participating lynes Average 
1 1 - 7 6 4 3 5 5 3 4 4.3 
2 8 - 14 4 4 4 3 2 3 3 3.3 
3 1 5 - 2 1 2 3 4 6 3 4 5 3.9 
4 2 2 - 2 9 6 2 6 5 4 6 6 6 5.1 
5 3 0 - 3 6 2 5 6 2 5 3 5 4 
6 3 7 - 4 3 3 4 1 4 4 5 3 3.4 
7 4 4 - 5 0 4 3 3 5 3 4 2 3.4 
8 51 - 5 8 5 5 5 4 6 6 6 5 5.3 
Table 12: Number of participating voices in the 58 partitions of aggregates 
A glance at the "Average" column gives us a rough idea about the 
distribution of "lyne density" among the eight blocks. The two halves of the eight 
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blocks display similar patterns. The beginning blocks (1 and 5) are of medium 
density, having an average of around four lynes per aggregate. Then the density 
decreases in the middle blocks (2 and 3，6 and 7) and then rises to the maximum at 
the end (blocks 4 and 8). Among the 16 aggregates of blocks 4 and 8，only aggregate 
23 engages two lynes (with partition 84); all the others have at least four. Moreover, 
the bipartite structure is highlighted by the sudden drop from 6 participating lynes of 
aggregate 29 to 2 participating lynes of aggregate 30. 
A similar survey can also be made in the horizontal dimension for individual 
lynes. If the eight row-forms of a lyne contribute to fewer aggregates, each 
aggregate contains on average more pitch classes. Table 13 shows that the average 
length (number of pitch classes) of segment contributed by a lyne within an 
aggregate are almost the same for the six lynes; the slight differences can be related 
to the total number of aggregates. Lyne 4, which contains only 37 aggregates, has 
the longest average segment. This is in sharp contrast with lyne 1，which has the 
largest number of aggregates and the shortest segment. 
Blocks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Length 
Lyne 1 4 3 5 8 5 5 5 7 42 2.71 
Lyne 2 5 6 5 6 3 4 4 7 40 2.78 
Lyne 3 6 5 5 7 4 3 4 7 41 2.88 
Lyne 4 5 3 3 6 4 5 4 7 37 3.19 
Lyne 5 5 3 4 7 7 3 5 7 41 2.85 
Lyne 6 5 3 5 7 5 5 2 7 39 3.03 
Table 13: Number of aggregates contributed by the six lynes 
22 The Average Length is calculated by dividing the total number of pes in a lyne, including 
repetitions, by the total number of aggregates as in the "Total" column. 
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In an all-partition array, aggregates that bear special partition types are 
usually focuses of interests. One typical example of these special partition types is 
the even-partitioned aggregate - an aggregate made up of lyne segments containing 
the same number of pitch classes. There are five even-partitioned aggregates in the 
array: C, 4�，and 2^. The one with only a single lyne (aggregate 39), as I have 
mentioned, contains an entire row form. The aggregates with and partitions are 
placed in the middle of the piece (aggregates 29 and 30), signaling a contrast from 
six to two lynes when crossing the midpoint. Each of the two lynes of aggregate 30 
contains the first hexachord of a row form, which is a D-hexachord. The two 
hexachords must form a combinatorial pair from a single hexachordal region, or else 
they would have common pitch classes. The partition ending of the first half of 
the array contains most of the last two pitch classes of the row forms of the six lynes. 
3.3. Array Transformations 
The previous section describes the general properties of the array class, using the 
array of the first guitar of the guitar duet as an example. The other five arrays in the 
three duets are all transformations of this array. All the six transformations will be 
examined in detail here. 
The array of guitar 2 of the guitar duet is RT4IM (the retrograde of the 
transposition up four semitones of the inversion of the M-transformation) of that of 
guitar 1. The retrograde is realized in terms of pitch classes and partition types.^^ 
Moreover, the entire content of the top and bottom lyne pairs, including both the 
pitch classes and the arrangement of the segments of each aggregate, are exchanged. 
23 If the order of partition types is not reversed, an aggregate may not be formed (some pitch classes 
may be omitted or repeated). 
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For example (see Appendix 2)，the first block of the guitar 1 array is transformed into 
the last block of the guitar 2 arrays. The counterparts of the 'empty' partitions in 
aggregates 3, 5 and 7 of lyne 1 of the first array are partitions 56, 54 and 52 of lyne 5 
of the second array. Table 14 below shows the transformations, the partition types 
and the hexachordal regions covered by the three lyne pairs of the six arrays, using 
the guitar 1 array as a reference.24 
Array Guitar 1 Guitar 2 Flute Guitar Violin Viola 
Transformation To RT4IM Tb RT9IM T5M RT5IM 
, . H L L H M M Lyne pair swapping (with M M M L H, H 
partition types) l H H M L L 
To T2 To To Ti T, 
Hexachordal rp rp t t t t . I2 lo 丄1 li io I2 regions 
T, Ti I T2 T2 T2 To 
Table 14: Various properties of the six arrays 
The arrangement of the guitar 2 array is such that the middle lyne pair has the 
same pattern of segmentation as that of guitar 1 (with order reversed). As a result of 
this, some segmentation patterns specific to the middle lyne pair appear in both 
arrays. One notable example is the aggregates with the complete twelve-tone row -
the 39th and 20th aggregates in the guitar 1 and guitar 2 arrays respectively 一 which 
reside in the middle lyne pair of both arrays. 
The two arrays of the second duet are simply transpositions (Tb and T5) of the 
arrays of the guitar duet. The relationships between the arrays in the two duets are 
thus similar - they are both transpositions of RIM, though their transposition levels 
differ by a tritone. Since the D-hexachord underlying the array structure preserves 
24 The hexachordal regions can be inferred from the transformation and the swapping of lynes. They 
are listed here for easy reference. 
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its content when transposed a tritone, the hexachordal regions covered by the three 
lyne pairs are transposed in the same way when transformed from the array of the 
upper instrument to that of the lower instrument. The lyne pairs of the flute array are 
arranged in the guitar array to form the same three hexachordal regions for both 
arrays. 
The violin-viola duet stands out among the three duets. Its two arrays are 
constructed from the same twelve-tone row instead of from a pair of rows related by 
M-operation as in the other two duets. The viola array is simply the retrograde 
inversion of the violin array. The same set of 48 row forms are used for both 
instruments — only their distribution in the array differs. Moreover, Table 14 shows 
that the top lyne pairs of the two arrays are in the same hexachordal region (Ti)，and 
therefore they contain the same set of 16 row forms. Table 15 below lists the 
distribution of row forms in the two arrays. The first half of the top lyne pair of the 
viola array is completely repeated in the second half of the violin array, except that 
the row forms used in the two lynes are swapped. For the other half, blocks 5 and 6， 
7 and 8 of viola repeats blocks 3 and 4，1 and 2 of the violin. This pattern of keeping 
the same row form pairs within a block cannot be found in the other two lyne pairs. 
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Lyne 1 R T a I f ^ R T � t T I F ^ T J RT4 t T 
Lyne 2 [ RT,，、Tn I RT.I TaiJ IRT7I T � 
Lyne 3 RT3I 、炸、��丁2 、、了61 Tg RT9I TqI Violin ���� �� Z 
Lyne 4 T； T9I R T e f � � � R % 声。! T3I Tb RTg 
Lyne 5 丁八 RTjI RT7 ^.Tff^ '妒 t > � � � R T B l T4 Tgl 
Lyne 6 RTa T5I RTgl ^^卜、卫丁4 RT,I 
叙’ 、- 4 、, �1 “ 
Lyne 1 RT7I Tg RT9 t J R T , I f ^ ( ^ T ^ t T 
Lyne 2 [ RT, T,I R T J tJ . RTn To RT J T7I. 
Lyne 3 RTa T, T5I RT2I RT4 RTgl TqI T7 
Viola 
Lyne 4 T2I RTpI RT7 丁八 Tgl T4 RT, RT5I 
Lyne 5 RT2 RTel Tb T9I RTg T3I T5 RToI 
Lyne 6 Tg Tel RTb RT3I T2 RT9I RT5 TqI 
Table 15: Distribution of the 48 tone-row transformations in the violin-viola duet 
Another exclusive relationship between the two arrays of the violin-viola duet 
occurs in the partition types of the three lyne pairs. As Table 14 shows, the partition 
types in all three lyne pairs are the same for both instruments; only their orders are 
reversed. 
3.4. Projection of Array in Pitch and Temporal Domains 
The six lynes are arranged to occupy different registers. As the instruments used by 
the three duets do not have a range of as wide as six octaves, each lyne pair, instead 
of the individual lynes, occupies a distinct pitch range of about an octave. The 
presentation of the arrays in Appendix 2 reflects the registral order - the top lyne pair 
(lynes 1 and 2) is placed on the top register, and the middle and bottom lyne pair to 
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about one and two octaves below respectively. The two lynes of each lyne pair are 
intermingled and cannot be unambiguously identified from the musical surface.^^ 
With such arrangement, different partition types in the array are realized as 
different registral divisions of an aggregate. An aggregate of six lynes (e.g. the even 
partition of aggregate 29 of the upper array) covers a wider range (about three 
octaves) compared with one that has only a single lyne (e.g. aggregate 39 with a 
complete row form). However, the fact that two lynes are merged into an octave 
obscures the effect of this correspondence between partition type and registral 
distribution. In addition to the aggregate with partition C, there are other aggregates 
that contain two lynes and occupy a single octave (they are aggregates 12, 15，23 and 
30 with partitions 75, 93，84 and respectively). These aggregates cannot be 
differentiated by their registral coverage, though they differ in the internal order of 
the elements of the constituent lyne. 
In the temporal domain, elements of the arrays are realized as time-points 
with a modulus of three crochets (12 semiquavers), and the time point lynes are 
articulated by different dynamic levels. In each of the three duets, the two 
instruments follow nearly the same pattern of dynamic variation. When the two 
instruments are articulated together, their dynamics levels are always the same. 
Minor disagreements in dynamic levels occur only when one instrument holds its 
note or plays in cresendo or diminuendo before matching its dynamics with the other 
instrument. Example 4 illustrates these features. 
25 To assign different lyne pairs or lynes to different octaves is the most common, and maybe to the 
audience the most comprehensive, way to project the array in the pitch domain. However, this is not 
the only choice. In some of his vocal works, e.g. Phonemena (1969-70), each lyne is identified by 
having a common vowel. And in some works which a lyne pair is projected to an octave, like Post-
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same dynamics different same < H M 
5-J ‘ F ‘ 11-J. ‘ 
^ 自 I ‘ 5 -J . . ^ 
。 “ ^ ‘ • J ；ij -
S L 
vtp 
Example 4: Dynamics pairing, flute-guitar duet, mm. 30-32. 
The realization of the array in the time-point domain varies among the three 
duets. The most straightforward one can be found at the beginning of the flute-guitar 
,duet, where the six lynes of the flute array are associated with six different dynamic 
levels: f f , f , m/，mp，p and pp. As in the pitch domain, only the time-point array for 
the flute is present. Example 5 shows the first four measures, which constitute the 
first time-point aggregate. The time-points are extracted and summarized in Table 
16, which replicates the first aggregate of the flute array (see Appendix 2). 
Time Points: 0 1 + + 5 6 + 7 + + 8 + + B 2 3 4 + + A 9 
I — > , ^ � 
ff £ 、 / - = ： = ： = = ： = ： 二 ：二 • f > ' — > 
Flute p L ! : i 兰兰三 | '卜“丨、 , 1 山」 ^ • 琴 兰 
m^m — • • 
‘―i~ ‘ 
«»/ 呼 mf VP CP mf>pp ff 
Example 5: First time-point aggregate, flute-guitar duet, mm. 1 - 4 
Partitions for piano (1966), the two lynes can be identified by having different modes of articulations, 
e.g. by legato and staccato. 
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Measures 
1 2 3 4 
# 5 A 9 
/ 01++ 
mf 7++ 2 
mp 6+ 
P B 
pp 8++3 4++ 
Table 16: First time-point aggregate of flute-guitar duet 
Certain features of the opening of this flute solo needs to be explained. A 
time-point is not necessarily realized as a point of articulation; it can also be the 
ending of cresendo (time-point 5 in m. 1) or diminuendo (time-point 3 of m. 2). 
Moreover, a number of additional attacks, which do not usually fall on the regular 
grid of semiquavers (marked as “+’，)，are inserted between adjacent time-points. 
These additional attack points are derived from the equal division of a time-point 
interval.26 In measure one, the interval between time-points 1 and 5 is divided into 
three attacks of equal values and the last two semiquavers are divided into two and 
three attacks respectively. In measure 2，the additional attacks (the second and third 
semiquavers) coincide with the semiquaver grid of time-points, and thus it is not 
clear if the time-points 9 and A belong to the lyne for pp or not. The third measure 
contains another variation of this time-point subdivision process. The first six 
semiquavers are sub-divided into eight portions, each of which lasts for 3/4 
semiquaver. However, only the first and the last two of these eight attack points are 
articulated. The other five are combined. 
26 These extra attacks are called "equal note value strings" and can be either "complete or incomplete 
and the technique is discussed in Mead 1994, p. 257. 
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The use of this kind of time-point subdivision carries a number of 
implications. It introduces variation into the regular time point modulus. Note 
values with fractions of semiquavers can be formed from these equal note value 
strings.27 More importantly, the rhythmic activity can be maintained even if the 
duration of time-point aggregate is extended by time-point repetitions or by 
increasing the interval between adjacent time-points beyond the three-crochet 
modulus. In the flute-guitar duet, the dynamic level is kept to mf from the fourth 
semiquaver of m. 47 until sixth measures later. Throughout these six measures, only 
one element (4) in the time point array is realized, though a rich variety of note-value 
variations remain. 
The earlier guitar duet, begins with both instruments played together, and the 
two time-point arrays are also realized together. The six dynamic levels from pp to f f 
are assigned a pair of lynes instead of an individual one. 
3.5. Super-arrays 
The three duets adopt similar approaches in combining the arrays of the two 
instruments. The eight blocks of the two arrays are combined in various solo and 
duet sections. This pattern of block distribution is one example to illustrate the 
works' titles of little solos and duets. All six instruments of the three duets have two 
blocks played in solos，and the rest played together with the other instrument. The 
patterns of block combination of in the three duets are shown in Table 17. 
27 In earlier pieces, like Sextets for Violin and Piano (1966), note values in fractions of semiquaver is 
obtained through the change of time point modulus, e.g. from twelve semiquavers to twelve 
quintuplets. 
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Guitar 1 1 2 3 4+ 5 6 7 8 
Guitar 2 1+ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Flute 1 2 3 4+ 5 6 7 8+ 
Guitar 1+ 2 3 4 5+ 6 7 8 
Violin 1 2 3 4+ 5 6 7 8 
Viola 1 2 3 4 5+ 6 7 8 
Table 17: Patterns of array block combinations 
The block distributions of the first two duets are almost identical, the only 
difference being the delay of guitar entrance in the second duet. The remaining eight 
sections (from block 3 of the upper instrument to the end) display the same pattern. 
Since these two duets also share similar array transformations, we can conclude that 
their underlying structures are very similar. In the next chapter we shall investigate 
how the minor differences underlying them are utilized to bring individualities to 
these two duets. 
The violin-viola duet, is quite unlike the other two. While its first half has the 
same pattern as the guitar duet, the upper and lower instruments are exchanged. The 
second half is the reverse of the first, and thus the whole duet becomes symmetrical 
about the midpoint. This symmetrical pattern accounts for a remarkable contrast 
between the violin-viola duet and the other two duets in the middle of the piece.^^ As 
described in section 3.2，there is a significant change in density when moving from 
aggregates 29 to 30 - from an aggregate divided evenly among six lynes to one 
condensed in a single lyne pair, or vice versa. In the two-guitar duet and the flute-
guitar duet, letting the upper instrument play its fifth block in solo further enhances 
this change in density. In addition, aggregate 29 of these two duets are also played in 
solo (marked with “+,，in Table 17 above), as will be mentioned below. The decrease 
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in lyne density is very obvious - from aggregates played by both instruments to an 
aggregate played by a single instrument with all the six lynes participating, and then 
to a solo aggregate with only two lynes. In the violin-viola duet, however, the 
change of lyne density is offset by having both string instruments crossing the middle 
boundaries at the same time. When the violin contracts its six lynes to two when 
crossing from aggregate 29 to 30，the viola expands from two to six, at the same 
time. The total number of lynes is thus kept to be eight. 
If we examine the combination of instruments at the aggregate instead of the 
block level, the notion of solos and duets can be interpreted differently. Two of the 
eight blocks of each array have one extra aggregate (blocks 4 and 8 of the array of 
the upper instruments, as well as blocks 1 and 5 that of the lower, as shown in bold 
face in Table 17). These extra aggregates are sometimes played alone (a very short 
solo section, marked with “+” in Table 17)，and sometimes combined with the 
previous aggregate and played together with the ending aggregate of the other 
instrument. 
In the flute-guitar duet, all the extra aggregates are played alone. Aggregate 8 
of the guitar is the first occurrence of this kind of small solo, responding to the 
opening solo of an entire block by the flute. In the flute part, the first extra aggregate 
is the one ending block 4 (agg. 29). In contrast to the guitar part，this solo aggregate 
is extended by the following block (played by solo flute) to form a solo section of 
eight aggregates rather than one. Similarly, the second extra aggregate in the guitar 
part (aggregate 37) combines with the following block in a guitar solo. The only 
one-aggregate flute solo is reserved until the end of the piece. 
28 The boundary between blocks four and five, or more precisely, aggregates 29 and 30. 
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In the violin-viola duet only one eight-aggregate block has its ending 
aggregate played in solo. This occurs at aggregate 37 of the fifth block in viola, just 
before the violin plays its sixth block in solo (see Table 17). 
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Chapter 4 Surface Details 
In the previous chapter I have discussed in considerable detail the two twelve-tone 
rows and the array underlying the three duets. Different transformations of the same 
array are used for the six instrumental parts. Before these transformations are turned 
into actual music, a number of "structural" processes are in play. The translation of 
array elements is identical for the three duets both in the pitch and time-point 
domains, the only difference being the mapping of the array lynes to the dynamic 
levels. 
Given all these structural constraints, a number of choices are still left to the 
composer when translating the underlying structure into actual music. The objective 
of this chapter is to study these intricate choices and address the question as to how 
Babbitt treats the contrasting elements in the three duets, i.e. how the notions of 
"solos" and "duets" are manifested in different levels. Only pitch, time-point and 
dynamic level are mentioned in the previous chapter, leaving unexplored parameters 
such as note duration, meter, mode of articulation and timbre. 
Section 4.1 discusses the two twelve-tone rows and the aggregates with the 
complete row-form are investigated. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are devoted to the D-
hexachord that constitutes the twelve-tone row. In section 4.2 I shall cover the topic 
of pitch-class repetition, which affects the ordering of the twelve pitch-classes within 
each aggregate. As mentioned in the foregoing, the array structure only imposes 
ordering on the elements "within" individual lynes. Between the elements of 
different lynes, the order is only partially constrained on the aggregate level, thus any 
elements of an aggregate should appear after the previous aggregate and before the 
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following aggregate. Within an aggregate, the composer can freely determine the 
order of the array elements of different lynes. Moreover, the repetition of array 
elements may obscure their order. 
Section 4.3 surveys all the explicit D-hexachords of the three duets. Whether 
the hexachords are ordered segments of the underlying twelve-tone row hints at the 
degree of explicitness. Section 4.4 studies two even-partitioned aggregate types: 
and since they appear in the middle of the array. The last section gives an 
overview of the realization of the array in the temporal domain. 
4.1. Statements of complete row-form 
One of the most important moments in an array-based piece is marked by the 
aggregate that presents the underlying twelve-tone row. This aggregate has the 
longest lyne length and the lowest lyne density, as it contains only a lyne. 
Theoretically, the aggregate should move the fundamental structure from the 
background to the foreground. However, even if the order of all twelve elements in 
the aggregate is controlled by the underlying row, their presentation is not yet totally 
fixed. The constraint of order only precludes an element in the series from appearing 
before its preceding elements but they can appear together. Therefore, in the 
extreme, all elements from a twelve-tone row can be articulated together without 
violating their internal order, though it becomes obscured.^^ 
In the following, I shall investigate the six aggregates in the three duets that 
contain the entire twelve-tone row. These are the 39th aggregate for the upper 
instruments and the 20th for the lower ones. A comparison of the handling of these 
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six aggregates sheds light on Babbitt's treatment of the twelve-tone row in the pitch 
domain. My discussion also includes other noteworthy parameters such as time-
points, dynamics and the interrelation between the two instruments. 
In the two-guitar duet, the first guitar plays the complete row aggregate (no. 
39, T4IP, Example 6) together with the other guitar, and all twelve pitch-classes are 
in well-defined order (no articulation involves more than one note). At the same 
time, the second guitar plays its 32nd aggregate, which contains all the six lynes. 
The pitch-classes in this aggregate of the second guitar are so arranged that they 
closely echo the first guitar's tone-row (with the exceptions of Bb and Ab; D is 
missing in the second guitar aggregate). This aggregate also excludes pitch-class 
repetition, although the order of the twelve pitch-classes does not relate closely to the 
underlying tone-row. 
192 P A 3 9 P A 4 0 
" P A 3 2 
Olr2 • g - 1 ] “ —：： : : ^ :： !： : : ^ :： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ； ^ ^ ^ 
J mp 5 
Example 6: First guitar, complete row aggregate (no. 39’ mm. 192 - 196) 
Earlier on, the second guitar has already played its complete row aggregate 
(the twentieth, RTiQ, Example 7). In contrast to the first guitar, it plays in solo and 
contains dyads. The first hexachord can be segmented to two disjoint 3-4[015]s. 
However, the dyad C-D in the second hexachord adds ambiguity to the two closing 
trichords. They can be grouped into either two 3-4[015]s (G-F#-D, C-Db-Ab) or two 
29 If the element concerned is in the temporal domain (such as time-points), all the twelve elements 
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3-5[016]s (G-F#-C and D-Db-Ab). Therefore not until the first guitar plays its 39th 
aggregate is the exact order of the twelve-tone row revealed. 
The second guitar row is played entirely in single /，and all the articulations 
fall on the semiquaver time-point grid. This is also true for the first four measures of 
the row of first guitar row. Having no dynamic variation means that the articulation 
points are from the same time-point lyne. 
PA20 123 , 
f 
Example 7: Second guitar, complete row aggregate (no. 20, m. 123) 
This dynamic stability and the relatively straightforward rhythmic treatment 
of the articulation points of the complete row-form can also be found in the flute part 
of the second duet (Example 8). As mentioned in Chapter 2，the two-guitar duet and 
the flute-guitar duet have very similar super-array structures. Therefore, like the 
two-guitar duet, the flute together with the 32nd aggregate of the other instrument 
plays the 39th aggregate (the complete row aggregate) of the flute-guitar array. 
may not be articulated together. 
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Example 8: Flute, complete row aggregate (no. 39, mm. 154 - 160) 
Unlike the previous piece, this aggregate does not have pitch-class 
resemblance between the two instruments. Here they relate in the grouping o f 
elements from the aggregates. Wi th some o f the pitch-classes repeated, the tone-row 
o f the flute part is divided to five groups o f three notes, each o f which is articulated 
successively by a semiquaver (Eb-D-A, A-G-C#, G#-B-C, C-E-F# and F#-F-Bb). 
The first four o f these three-note groups are answered by a group o f four-note group 
in the guitar part. Wi th this grouping, the segmentation o f the row into two 
hexachords is not as obvious as in the two-guitar duet. As shown in Example 8，the 
boundary between the two hexachords of the flute part is between the G#5 and B5 in 
m. 157, which contradicts to the three-note grouping. 
As in the two-guitar duet, the twentieth aggregate of the guitar part is played 
as a solo. As in the flute part, the twelve pitch-classes are grouped into five 
trichords, although the articulation mode, dynamics and the rhythmic patterns all 
vary more. Due to the use of dyads, the sixth and seventh elements of the row are 
played together and so the two hexachords become inseparable on the time axis. 
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Example 9: Guitar, complete row aggregate (no. 20，m. 93) 
In the string duet, the violin alone plays the 39th aggregate in solo (IiQ, 
Example 10) and the twelve pitch-classes are not so distinctly grouped as in the other 
two duets. Here the repetition of Eb and Gb divides the row into three groups (Db-
Ab-G-A-Eb, Eb-D-F-Bb-Gb and Gb-E-A-B). 
PA39 
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Example 10: Violin, complete row aggregate (no. 39，mm. 193 - 195) 
The viola and the violin play the 20th aggregate in the top-most register 
(RT9Q, Example 11). Since the viola array is the retrograde inversion of the violin 
array (both being based on the M-transformation of P), the row form is the retrograde 
inversion of the violin's 39th aggregate. Here the pitch-classes are also grouped to 
emphasize its retrograde relation to the above-mentioned violin row. The twelve 
pitch-classes are grouped into one four- and two five-note segments, with the 
boundary pitch-classes repeated: A#-B-F#-E, E-C-F-Ab-G and G-Db-Eb-D-A. They 
reverse the order of the three set types of the violin's 39th aggregate. With the 
exception of Bb, the two instruments seldom play the same pitch-classes together. 
«5 PA12 � ^ 
VU. - r r 
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Example 11: Viola, complete row aggregate (no. 20, mm. 85 — 90) 
4.2. Array element repetition and aggregate size 
As mentioned in the introductory section of this chapter, the realization of array 
structure in the pitch and time domains does not prohibit the immediate repetition of 
elements. The array structure does not specify the number of times an element is 
repeated, though any one element (with optional repetitions) should not reappear 
after the next element in the series. 
With this allowance, the order of element in an aggregate may become very 
different from the original twelve-tone row and its ordering may even become 
ambiguous. At one point, a lyne element may come before another, but their order of 
may be reversed later upon repetition. 
The degree of ambiguity at the aggregate level reveals how explicit the 
composer wants the ordering of the twelve elements to appear at the surface and how 
significant the ordering is.. If many different orderings are formed from the repeated 
lyne elements, the variety of different element combinations (the unordered set of 
elements) rather than a specific ordered segment is emphasized. 
To illustrate the varieties created by the repetition of array elements, I shall 
cite excerpts from the flute-guitar duet and the two-guitar duet as examples, and to 
define and discuss the "aggregate size". 
The flute-guitar duet starts with a solo flute block, headed by an aggregate 
that involves all the six lynes. Example 12 shows the opening few measures of the 
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duet that made up the first two aggregates while Table 18 and Table 19 show the 
array structure and its pitch-class realization respectively. 
Fi. 4��“�[riv:/『“•[["丨 
PP 饥f�:PP 
/ dZ mp mf # 
-J P f PP^ 
Example 12: Flute-guitar duet, opening six measures 
Aggregate 1 2 




B 057 Low 834 2A9 
Table 18: Flute-guitar duet, first two aggregates of flute array 
I 
Aggregate 1 \1 
Measure 1 2 3 ； 4 5 6 
5 A 9 9 9 ： B 3 3 4 High ； 
0 1 ； 1 6 6 8 8 
7 2 i Middle ： 
6 ； 
B i o 5 5 7 Low 1 
8 3 4 j 2 A 9 
Table 19: Flute-guitar duet, pitch-class realization of first two aggregates of flute array 
In the first aggregate, the order between the twelve pitch-classes is well-
defined. There is no repetition apart from that of A6 across the second and third 
measures. Although this aggregate contains initial elements from all the six lynes, its 
twelve pitch-classes are so arranged that when these six lynes are combined, two 
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segmental D-hexachords be formed. Moreover, these two D-hexachord segments 
can be extracted from two of the 48 transformations of the underlying rows P and Q. 
The first hexachord, < B 0 7 5 1 6 > , contains the first six pitch-classes of RTAQ. The 
second hexachord, <8342A9>, is extracted from row P instead, involving the first six 
pitch-classes of RTiEP. Therefore, the two rows governing the entire duet are brought 
to the foreground in the first aggregate. 
The second aggregate is characterized by more pitch-class repetitions. 
However they do not affect the prescribed order of the aggregate, since no other 
pitch-class is involved. As in the first aggregate, the twelve pitch-classes are 
arranged as two D-hexachords based on segments from the underlying tone-row of 
the flute array. The first segment <01576B> is the last hexachord of T4IP and the 
other segment <32A894> is the last hexachord of TBP. 
The opening aggregate of the guitar duet is less compact than the two 
aggregates that begin the flute solo, since both instruments employed pitch-class 
repetitions that lead to a lengthy aggregate occupying ten measures (Example 13; 
Table 20 to Table 22). 
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Example 13: Guitar duet, first pitch-class aggregate (mm. 1 - 10) 
First Guitar Second Guitar 
0 70 High 945 23 
83 549 Middle 7 
6BA 18 Low 12 AB6 
Table 20: Guitar duet, first aggregate from the two arrays 
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Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
High 
94 45 5 
8 8 3 3 3 
Middle 
7 7 7 7 7 
6 6 6B B B (6B) AA 
Low 
1 (12)12 
Table 21: Guitar duet, pitch-class realization of first aggregate of Guitar 1 array 
Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
High 
2 
5 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 49 9 
Middle 
1 8 8 8 88 88 
Low 
AA (AB) 6 
Table 22: Guitar duet, pitch-class realization of first aggregate of Guitar 2 array 
Table 21 shows that eight of the twelve pitch-classes in the first aggregate of 
the guitar 1 array are repeated after the appearance of other pitch-classes of other 
lynes. The top-most lyne element (C6) occupies almost the entire aggregate. Guitar 
1 begins with the second note before being repeated six times to end the aggregate. 
At the outset，it forms 3-5[016] with two other pitch-classes, F# and G (mm. 1 - 4). 
Approaching the end of the aggregate, it combines with the two preceding pitch-
classes, E and F, to form 3-4[015]. Both set classes are important in the twelve-tone 
row as they are generators of the D-hexachord as well as the four segmental trichords 
of the row (see Section 3.1). However, the pitch-classes that made up the two 
trichords are not well-defined in order. F# appears both before and after C, and C 
and E are similarly ordered at the end. Therefore, instead of emphasizing the 
hexachordal segments of the tone-row as in the flute-guitar duet, the unordered 
trichords of the row are the focus here. 
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Similarly, the low G#3 in the guitar 2 also combines with other pitch-classes 
during its various repetitions to form different set classes. In measure 4，it forms 3-
2[013] with G# and A. In measure 7, it forms 3-8[026] with D and F#, and in the last 
two measures 3-3[014] is formed with C and A. Like 3-4[015] and 3-5[016]，these 
three set classes are contained in the tone-row, but they assume less importance (see 
Section 3.1). 
In order to investigate systematically the issue of ordering in the realization 
of array, I introduce here the idea of "aggregate size". In the abstract array structure, 
every aggregate contains twelve elements. The "size" of an aggregate realized in the 
pitch or time domain refers to the number of non-repeating array elements, taking 
into account the order between all the elements when the aggregate is realized. To 
illustrate this concept further, I shall use the pitch domain as an example, but one 
should bear in mind that the concept is not restricted to any specific domain. 
When calculating the size of an aggregate, I count any occurrence of a pitch-
class on the musical surface if it is preceded by another pitch-class. In other words, 
its appearance introduces an ordered-pair. In the pitch domain, when we compare 
the ordering of notes, only their articulation points are considered regardless of the 
actual duration of the note and the silence that follows. This may cause confusion in 
cases when, say the pitch class C, is held for a long duration, during which a short 
note of another pitch-class, say G, is articulated. By definition, both the G and the 
second C of this C - G - C pattern contribute to the size, although the second C 
follows immediately its first occurrence. I also count the pitch-classes that start an 
aggregate and thus an aggregate with a complete row form (the C partition) has a size 
of twelve. For example, both aggregates in the flute part of the flute-guitar duet are 
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of size twelve and the opening aggregates of the two parts of the guitar duet are both 
of size twenty-eight. 
The significance of the aggregate size lies in the fact that it reflects the 
internal ordering of the aggregate. The elements of aggregates of smaller sizes are 
more well-defined in order, and because of this we can compare this particular 
ordering of the twelve elements to that of the underlying twelve-tone row. 
Depending on the composer's decision, the twelve elements can be arranged to 
become identical, similar or very different from segments of the tone-row. On the 
other hand, aggregates of large sizes have their elements loosely ordered and 
therefore one element can precede and follow another element. In these cases, the 
focus will be more on the unordered set types than on the ordered segments and how 
the aggregate relates to tone-row. 
Appendix 3 lists the sizes of all aggregates in the three duets. The contrast 
between the respective openings of the guitar duet and the flute-guitar duet has 
already been pointed out. Based on these three tables, we can compare all three 
duets. The two-guitar duet is the largest in size. The other two duets are similar in 
size, but the violin-viola duet is slightly smaller. This contrast between the two-
guitar duet and the other two duets is due mainly to its large initial block, in which 
ten of the fifteen aggregates are of size 25 or above, causing it to occupy 48 out of 
the total 295 measures. Apart from this exceptionally large block, the other blocks of 
the guitar duet have around the same size as those from the other two duets. 
Since aggregates of smaller sizes are more well-defined in their ordering of 
elements, aggregates with the smallest size twelve are points of interest. These 
orderings and the underlying tone-row can be compared. The first two aggregates of 
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the flute-guitar duet give a typical example. In these aggregates the two hexachords 
are constructed with segments from the transformations of the tone-row. This 
characteristic is obviously created by composer's conscious decision. 
This section will survey all the size twelve aggregates in the three duets in 
order to study the overall distribution pattern and the way they relate to the 
underlying structure. Among the 58 aggregates of the array, those with only one 
lyne (the 39th aggregate of the upper instrument and the 20th of the lower one) is 
always of size twelve. 
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Aggregate Partition Type Pitch-class Segment Remark 
37 4-31 <0A549716832B> 
Guitar 1 
^ C <43A82901576B> 
20 C <9(A5)3(B4)76(02)18> 
32 <430(15)7A(89)76B> 2 missing, 7 repeated 
Guitar 2 
Al_ 75 <1A542967038B> 
^ 6321 <(OA)B 165837249〉 
1 3 W <B075168342A9> 
2 34 <01576B32A894> 
, 29 t <6B5701498A23> 
Flute 
39 C <329718B0465A> 
45 ^ <61438A05B972> 
5丄 43213 <650A4B237981> “ ^ 
5 ^ <601798(25)A3(4B)> _ 
20 C <(23)A84(90)B5761> 
Guitar 22 4^31 <1B(46A)(23)5807> 9 missing 
27 32^1 <571(9A)4238B06> 
£7 75 <63A792B05814> 
10 5421 <(45)6(12)7A398AB> ^ s s i n g 
2 3 84 <(46)10B2897A53> _ 
2 4 715 <A5460B723189> 
26 <9B3178506(A4)2> 
Violin 39 C <1879325A6B> 0 and 4 missing 
45 43 <3420127A9B89〉 5 and 6 missing, 2 and 9 
repeated 
5 3 432^1 <B9A9782616> 
5 4 43^2 <A93B70615824> 
^ 43213 <B(45)9A7268104> 
20 C <AB6405871329> 
26 B1 <3(89)712B(6A)054> ~ 
Viola 
2 7 32'1 <136954720BA8> 
^ A W <658B9A72(7A)34> 
Table 23: Pitch-class aggregates with size 12 in the three duets 
Among all the short aggregates listed in Table 23, the first two aggregates of 
the flute part contain hexachords representing the underlying tone-row. The next 
shortest aggregate, the 29th, which continues to exhibit the same feature <6B5701>, 
is the closing segment of RTiIP, and <498A23> is the closing segment of TbP. The 
penultimate aggregate, or the last aggregate played together with the other 
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instrument, is even more special. The entire aggregate is represented as the inversion 
I I P . The only exception to this general feature is the 45th aggregate. This aggregate 
has the partition type - with three lynes containing four pitch-classes each - but 
the twelve pitch-classes are grouped into four trichords in the music (Example 14). 
The four trichords are of 3-7[025], 3-9[027], 3-5[016] and 3-9[027] respectively. 
They but not the two hexachords belong to the tone-row. 
PP —饥f pp^mp 
Exan^le 14: Flute-guitar duet, aggregate 45 of flute part 
The short aggregates of the guitar part are not as overt as the flute part in 
emphasizing the tone-row. Even for the complete row aggregate, the 20th, the 
boundary between the two hexachords is blurred by superimposing the 6th and 7th 
notes of the row (A and C). None of the other four short aggregates listed in Table 
23 can be divided into two D-hexachords. 
In the violin-viola duet, most of the smallest size aggregates are located in the 
block ending the first half (i.e. aggregates 22 to 29 of violin and 23 to 29 of viola). 
Among them the 24th aggregate (violin) plays a complete row form TA I Q . This 
aggregate has the partition type 715，and thus a complete row can be formed by 
aligning the five singletons properly (Table 24). 
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Table 24: Violin-viola duet, pitch-class realization of aggregate 24 of violin array 
Following the 24th aggregate (violin), the 26th aggregate (viola) is realized in 
another row transformation T3Q. Based on the principle of the violin's aggregate, 
this aggregate bears the partition type Bl, and the E from the lowest lyne is simply 
appended to the eleven pitch-class segment of the other. 
4.3. Locations of D-Hexachords 
In all three duets, the D-hexachord can be regarded as the most fundamental entity 
governing the structure of the piece. Although the six lynes of all the arrays of the 
three pieces are formed by various forms of the D-hexachord, the chord itself is not 
necessarily present in the musical surface. The chord is seldom formed in the 
foreground by successive pitch classes played by either one instrument or both. 
Even in the aggregate of an entire row form (20th or 39th), the hexachord may still 
remain obscured if the inter-hexachord pitch-classes are articulated together. For 
example, in the 20th aggregate of the guitar part in the flute-guitar duet, the sixth and 
seventh pitch-classes are articulated together. 
Therefore, I consider the foreground projection of the hexachord as 
significant moments reserved by the composer to emphasize this important structural 
entity. The location of the D-hexachords varies among the three duets, and thus 
reveals Babbitt's overall planning of the three pieces. Moreover, if the six pitch-
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classes of the hexachord are well-defined in order, it becomes clear whether it is 
extracted from the original row (P) or its M-transformation (Q). We have discussed 
in section 3.1 that some special pitch-class orderings of the generating trichords are 
specific to only P or Q, and some orderings are common to both. 
We can thus treat the "solos" or "duets" in the three pieces as the 
manifestation of the pitch materials of the two twelve-tone rows P and Q or, more 
specifically, that of the ordered segments of the D-hexachord or its generating 
trichords. The two instruments and the two row-forms realize the "solo" and "duet" 
differently. A hexachord can be played by only one instrument or by both 
instruments, and it can contain trichord segments from either P or Q or both. 
The following sub-sections list the findings of my survey of all the 
occurrences of the D-hexachords in the three duets. The three duets will be 
discussed successively, with a table listing the locations of the D hexachords. When 
reporting the locations, I try to include the widest span for an occurrence of the 
chord, and therefore they may include a pitch-class from different lynes or 
aggregates. Following the table, some of the D-hexachords considered to be 
structurally more important are treated in details. Based on the pitch-class content of 
the chord and their order (if well-defined), I intend to show how the two underlying 
rows P and Q interact in the pieces through these hexachords. The single-lyne 
aggregates (the aggregates containing entire row-forms) have been discussed above 
and will not be repeated here. 
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4.3.1. Two-guitar duet 
Occurrence Instrument Location Pc content / Remark 
1 Guitar 1 m. 6, 2nd artic. (G6) to m. {123789} 
8，4th artic. (A6) 
2 Guitar 2 m. 11, 1st artic. (C4) to m. {012678} 
12，6th artic. (Ab5) 
3 Both m. 15，6th artic. of gtr 2 {3459AB} 
(Bb5) to m. 16, 3rd artic. 
of gtr 1 (E5) 
4 Guitar 2 m. 24, last artic. (C6) to m. {01567B} 
27, 2nd artic. (Db5, G5) 
5 Both m. 25,5th artic. of gtr 1 {01567B} 
(C4, B4) to m. 26, 2nd 
artic. (C4, B4) 
6 Guitar 1 m. 63, 1st artic. (Eb4) to m. {123789} 
64，5th artic. (Ab3) 
7 Guitar 1 m. 64, 6th artic. (B4) to m. {0456AB} 
66，1st artic. (E4) 
8 Guitar 1 m. 74, 1st artic. (Ab4) to {123789}, in order <328719> 
m. 74，7th artic. (A4) 
9 Both m. 76, 1st artic. of gtr 2 {0456AB} 
(Bb4, F5) to m. 78, 2nd 
artic. of gtr 1 (F3) 
10 Both m. 79,2nd artic. of gtr 2 {123789} 
(Ab3, Db4) to m. 80 1st 
artic. of gtr 1(C#4) 
11 Guitar 2 m. 80’ 1st artic. (F5) to m. {01456B} 
81, 3rd artic. (C5) 
12 Guitar 2 m. 92，2nd artic. (D5) to m. {012678}, in order, can include m. 92 of 
93’ last artic. (G3) guitar 1 
13 Guitar 1 m. 93, 2nd artic. (E4, A4) {23489A} 
to m. 94’ last artic. (Eb6) 
14 Both m. 95,2nd artic. of gtr 2 {01567B} 
(B5) to m. 96，1st artic. of 
gtr2(Gb3) 
15 Guitar 2 m. 99, 1st artic. (E5) to m. {234789} 
101, 3rd artic. (EM) 
16 Both m. 100, 1st artic. of gtr 2 {234789}, overlaps no. 15 
(D5) to m. 101’ 2nd artic. 
of gtr 1(A3) 
17 Guitar 2 m. 104, 2nd artic. (F6) to {0456AB}，in order 
m. 105, 5th artic. (Bb3, 
^ 
18 Guitar 2 m. 105, last artic. (F6) to {3459AB}, follows no. 17 
m. 108, 3rd artic. (E6) 
19 Guitar 2 m. 120’ 1st artic. (F3) to {01567B} 
2nd last artic. of same 
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Occurrence Instrument Location Pc content / Remark 
measure (B3) 
20，21 Guitar 2 m. 122, 2nd last artic. (A4) {3459AB}，{012678} 
to m. 123, last artic. (Ab4) ^ . ^ , 。 。 ， 、 " 
Entire row-form aggregate (20th). First 
hexachord extends to 2nd artic. of m. 
122. Second hexachord extends to 3rd 
artic. ofm. 124 
22 Both m. 141’ 2nd artic. of gtr 2 {23489A} 
(D4, Eb4) to 4th artic. of 
gtr 2, same measure (A3) 
23 Guitar 2 m. 144, last artic. (Bb4, {3459AB} 
F5) to m. 147，4th artic. 
^ 
24 Guitar 1 m. 148，last artic. (F4, C5) {012567B} 
to m. 150, 3rd artic. (F#6) 
25 Guitar 1 m. 170, 2nd artic. (F4) to {3459AB} 
m. 171,4th artic. (F4) 
26 Guitar 1 m. 173，4th artic. (G6) to {012678}, in order <086712〉 
m. 176, 2nd artic. (G7) 
27 Guitar 2 m. 182, 1st artic. (Eb5) to {123789}, in order <389712〉 
m. 184，2nd artic. (D4) 
28，29 Guitar 1 m. 192’ 1st artic. (E5) to m. {23489A}，{01567B} 
196,2nd last artic. (B4) ^ . ^ ，、 
Entire row-form aggregate (39th) 
30 Guitar 2 m. 197, 2nd artic. (Bb3) to {3459AB}, in order <A9354B> 
m. 198，2nd artic. (Bb3) 
31 Guitar 1 m. 205, 4th artic. (Bb5) to {3459AB}, overlaps with number 32 
m. 207，1st artic. (A4) 
32 Guitar 2 m. 205，2nd artic. (BM) to {3459AB}, overlaps with and echoes 
m. 207, 1 St artic. (F5) number 31 
33 Guitar 2 m. 209, 3rd artic. (Bb3) to {3459AB}, overlaps with number 34 
m. 211, 2nd artic. (A4) 
34 Guitar 1 m. 209, last artic. (C4) to {01567B}, overlaps with number 33 
m. 213，last artic. (B4) 
35 Guitar 2 m. 223，3rd artic. (D#5) to {3459AB}，in order <345B9A> 
last artic. of same measure 
(A3, Bb4) 
36 Guitar 2 m. 228, last artic. (C5) to {012678}’ in order <018672〉 
m. 231，2nd artic. (D4, G4) 
37 Guitar 1 m. 245, 3rd artic. (D5) to {012678} 
m. 248, 1st artic. (G3) 
38 Guitar 2 m. 249, 3rd artic. (C#6) to {01567B} 
m. 250, last artic. (Db5, 
C6) 
39 Guitar 1 m. 257, last artic. (A3) to {23489A} 
m. 259, 1st artic. (Ab6) 
40 Both m. 258, entire measure {23489A}, overlaps number 39 
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Occurrence Instrument Location Pc content / Remark 
41 Guitar 2 m. 260, last artic. (F5) to {01567B}，can also consider including 
m. 262, 5th artic. (B3) guitar 1 from m. 261, 3rd artic. (F5) 
42 Guitar 2 m. 278, 6th artic. (F#6) to {01567B} 
m. 279, 4th artic. (C6) 
43 Guitar 1 m. 280, 1st artic. (B4) to {0456AB} 
6th artic. (C5), same 
measure 
44 Guitar 1 m. 280, 7th artic. (Eb5) to {123789}, follows and forms aggregate 
m. 281, last artic. (Ab4) with number 43 
45 Guitar 1 m. 282, 6th artic. (B3, F#4) {0456AB}, in order <6B0A54> 
to m. 284, 2nd artic. (E4) 
46 Guitar 1 m. 290，3rd artic. (Bb4) to {3459AB} 
last artic., same measure 
(B4, E6) 
47 Guitar 2 m. 291, 1st artic. (F#6) to {0456AB}，ending hexachord, cover last 
end of piece agg. of guitar 1 
48 Guitar 1 m. 292, last artic. (Bb3) to {23489A} 
m. 293，8th artic. (D6) 
Table 25: Occurrences of D-hexachord in two-guitar duet 
Throughout the duet 48 D-hexachords are found (Table 25). Eight of them are 
formed from pitch-classes played by both guitars. The remaining 40 are rather 
evenly distributed between guitars 1 and 2，since 19 are from guitar 1 and 21 are 
from guitar 2. The two complete row-form aggregates - 39th of guitar 1 and 20th of 
guitar 2 - can be segmented into two D-hexachords (see section 4.1). 
The sixth and seventh D-hexachords form the two halves of aggregate 11 of 
the first guitar (Example 15). This aggregate has a partition type of 732, of which 
the seven-element segment <31985A4> does not contain a D-hexachord. When 
realizing the aggregate, the pitch-classes are so arranged that two D-hexachords be 
formed. The pitch-classes within both of them are repeated and thus their order is 
not well-defined. This aggregate is the first instance of the division of an aggregate 
into two D-hexachords along the time axis. 
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Example 15: Two-guitar duet, guitar 1, PAll (mm. 63 — 66) 
The eighth D-hexachord, played by the first guitar in measure 74, is the first 
among those with well-defined order of the six pitch-classes (Example 16). The 
segment <328719〉is made up of 3-5[016] and 3-8[026]. Since the latter is not a 
generator of the D-hexachords used in P or Q，it is neither the beginning nor closing 
hexachord of any transformations of P or Q. Even after the complete row-form 
aggregate of the second guitar appears, the content of the two D-hexachords still 
contain dyads (see Example 7) and therefore we still cannot find a segment of D-
hexachord with well-defined order of the six pitch-classes. 
— PP f 3 
<328179〉 
Example 16: Two-guitar duet, first ordered D-hexachord (guitar 1，m. 74) 
Such D-hexachord does not appear until the 30th aggregate of the second 
guitar (27th occurrence in Table 25). After the first guitar plays a solo block (agg. 
30 to 36)，the second guitar begins the second half of its array with the segment 
<389712〉. This segment comprises the first six pitch-classes of a transposition of 
Q (T3Q, see Example 17). 
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Example 17: First explicit underlying hexachord segment, two-guitar duet (mm. 182 - 184) 
About eight measures after the first guitar plays the complete row-form 
aggregate, both guitars play the D-hexachord {3459AB} (nos. 31 and 32 in Table 
25). The two guitars play the pitch-classes of the hexachords in an echoing manner. 
As shown in Example 18，the second guitar's segment <AB> echoes the segment 
<A9B> (m. 205) and the segment <9354〉（m. 206) echoes the same segment of the 
first guitar. Another echo of <6B> (measure 207) even emerges after the hexachord. 
f —] . P _rnp <饥// I Tnp W I • I 
, - 一 5 
Example 18: Two D-hexachord echoing each other, two-guitar duet (mm. 205 - 207) 
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4.3.2. Flute-guitar duet 
Occurrence Instrument Location Pc content / Remark 
1 Flute Beginning of piece to m. 1, {01567B}, ordered <B07516> 
6th artic. (Gb5) 
2 Flute m. 1, 7th artic. (Ab4) to m. {23489A}, ordered <8342A9> 
3，1st artic. (A6) 
3 Flute m. 3, 2nd artic. (C4) to m. {01567B}, ordered <01576B> 
5，4th artic. (B6) 
4 Flute m. 5，5th artic. (D#6) to m. {23489A}, ordered <32A894> 
6，3rd artic. (E6) 
5 Both m. 30，1st artic. offl. (G#5) {123789}, ordered <873912〉 
to 5th artic. of same 
measure (D6) 
6 Both m. 32, 2nd artic. offl. (E4) {3459AB} 
torn. 33, 4thartic. offl. 
^ 
7 Guitar m. 33, 5th artic. (E3) to m. {0456AB}, ordered <450A6B> 
34，3rd artic. (E3) 
8 Guitar m. 37, 1st artic. (E3) to m. {23489A} 
38，3rd artic. (Eb4, D5) 
9 Guitar m. 39,2nd artic. (Gb3) to {01567B} 
m. 41, 3rd artic. (F#3) 
10 Both m. 41,4th artic. offl. (F4) {01567B} 
torn. 42, 1startic. offl. 
m 
11 Flute m. 45, 4th artic. (G6) to m. {012678} 
48，3rd artic. (C#6) 
12 Guitar m. 59,4th artic. (Bb3) to {3459AB} 
m. 92, 1st artic. (F4) 
13 Both m. 62, 1st artic. ofgtr(F4) {0456AB} 
to m. 62, last artic. offl. 
m 
14 Flute m. 70，1st artic. (Eb6) to m. {123789} 
71, 5th artic. (D5) 
15 Guitar m. 70,4th artic. (F#3) to {01567B} 
last artic., same measure 
(F6) 
16 Guitar m. 70, 7th artic. (C6) to m. {0456AB} 
72, 2nd artic. (F5) 
17 Guitar m. 78’ 4th artic. (BM) to {3459AB} 
m. 81, 3rd artic. (Bb3) 
18 Guitar m. 81,3rd artic. (Bb3) to {23489A} 
m. 83，5th artic. (D4) 
19 Guitar m. 88’ 1st artic. (A#5) to {3459AB} 
last artic., same measure 
(Eb6) 
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20 Guitar m. 92, 3rd artic. (D4, Eb4) {23489A} 
to m. 93，5th artic. (A3, 
C4) 
21 Guitar m. 111,4th artic. (Eb4) to {23489A} 
m. 112，last artic. (A3) 
22 Guitar m. 114，1st artic. (A3, Bb4) {23489A} 
to m. 5th artic., same 
measure (Ab3) 
23 Flute m. 125，3rd artic. (F#4) to {01567B} 
last artic., same measure 
(Db6) 
24 Flute m. 126, 1st artic. (E5) to m. {23489A}, follows number 23 
127, 1st artic. (G#6) 
25 Flute m. 129,6th artic. (A5) to {23489A} 
m. 130，3rd artic. (Eb6) 
26 Flute m. 129，2nd last artic. {3459AB}，overlaps number 25 
(Eb4) to m. 130, 6th artic. 
m 
27 Flute m. 132，3rd artic. (B5) to {0456AB} 
m. 134，4th artic. (F5) 
28 Flute m. 136，2nd artic. (G#5) to {123789} 
m. 137，3rd artic. (Db4) 
29 Flute m. 138,5th artic. (F#4) to {01567B} 
m. 139, 4th artic. (C#4) 
30 Guitar m. 144，1st artic. (E3) to m. {3459AB}, ordered <439BA5> 
145’ 2nd artic. (F4) 
31’ 32 Flute m. 154，1st artic. (Eb5) to {123789}, {0456AB} 
m. 159, last artic. (Bb5) ^ . ^ 
Entire row-form aggregate 
33 Guitar m. 162, 1st artic. (D4) to {23489A}, ordered <298A43> 
m. 164’ 2nd artic. (Eb6) 
34 Guitar m. 170, 2nd artic. (G3) to {01567B}, include C6, F6 of flute 
m. 171, 5th artic. (F#5) 
35 Guitar m. 183, 2nd artic. (C#4) to {012678}，ordered <128670〉 
m. 184, 1st artic. (G3) 
36 Guitar m. 187’ last artic. (D6) to {23489A} 
m. 189’ 2nd artic. (G3, 
D#4) 
37 Guitar m. 191,4th artic. (A#4) to {0456AB} 
m. 193, 1st artic. (C4, B4) 
38 Guitar m. 201, 2nd artic. (Bb4) to {23489A} 
m. 202, 2nd artic. (E3) 
39 Guitar m. 205, 1st artic. (B3) to {0456AB}, include E4, F#5 of flute 
5th artic., same measure 
^ 
40 Flute m. 210, 1st artic. (Eb5) to {123789} 
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m. 211,4thartic. (Ab4) 
41 Guitar m. 210, 4th artic. (D4, {123789}, starts together with number 40 
Eb6) to m. 212, last artic. 
(Ab4) 
42 Flute m. 211, last artic. (F4) to {0456AB}, follows number 40 
m. 213, 2nd artic. (F#4) 
43 Guitar m. 213’ 1st artic. (F5) to {0456AB}, follows number 41 
5th artic., same measure 
^ 
44 Flute m. 227,3rd artic. (F5) to {0456AB} 
m. 228, 3rd artic. (E4) 
45 Flute m. 229, 5th artic. (Bb5) to {3459AB} 
m. 230，6th artic. (E6) 
46 Guitar m. 230, 1st artic. (C5, G5) {012678} 
to 6th artic., same measure 
(C#6) 
47 Guitar m. 238, 1st artic. (C#4) to {012678} 
m. 239，last artic. (C#5) 
48 Flute m. 239,5th artic. (F6) to {0456AB} 
last artic., same measure 
(Bb4) 
49 Flute m. 240,4th artic. (Gb6) to {0456AB} 
m. 242, 7th artic. (B4) 
50 Flute m. 242，last artic. (D6) to {123789} 
m. 244, 4th artic. (G6) 
Table 26: Occurrences of D-hexachord in flute-guitar duet 
The second duet has around the same number of D-hexachords as the first one. Of 
the fifty instances of the D-hexachord, only four are contributed by both instruments. 
The remaining 46 are rather even divided between the two instruments: 22 from flute 
and 24 from guitar. The complete row-form aggregate of the guitar does not give 
two hexachords to the list since its sixth and seventh pitch-classes are articulated « 
together. 
In the two-guitar duet, the first ordered D-hexachord that resembles the 
underlying row is reserved until the second half of the array. However, the next duet 
engages the hexachord segments of the row at the outset. The first two aggregates 
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played by the flute are arranged as four ordered D-hexachords (the first four entries 
in Table 26). The first one, <B07516>, is the first hexachord of RTAQ and the 
following one, <8342A9>, is the header of RTiIP. The two hexachord segments of 
the next aggregate, <01576B> and <32A894>, are the closing hexachords of T4IP 
and TbP respectively (see Example 12, in section 4.2). 
After these four D-hexachords most D-hexachords contain pitch-class 
repetitions and hence their pitch-classes are not in a well-defined order. This 
situation persists the middle of the piece. In aggregate 29 of the flute array, which 
ends the first half, two D-hexachords are formed (23 and 24 of Table 26) but no 
pitch-class is repeated (Example 19). Aggregate 29 is an even-partition aggregate 
(26). Each of the six lynes contributes only two pitch-classes to the aggregate and 
thus the overall order of the twelve pitch-classes becomes adjustable. In the realized 
aggregate, the first hexachord segment <6B5701> is the second hexachord of RTiIP 
and the other one, <498A23〉，is the first half of RTBP. A s in the two-guitar duet, we 
come across ordered D-hexachord at this structural midpoint. 
^ . PA30 
^^ ；三 PA29 . . ：= £ ^ ^ = 
J 苯 厂 「 - < 广 丨 料 > 「 R R R I 
p ^^ pp 7 <p ffp 
<6B5701> <498A23> 
Example 19: Flute-guitar duet, D-hexachords in PA 29 (mm. 125 - 126) 
In the guitar part the first appearance of a D-hexachord that resembles the 
underlying row is in measure 144 (number 30 of Table 26), where the instrument 
plays the 30th aggregate (the first one of the second half of the array). The segment 
<439BA5> is the second hexachord of RT5Q (Example 20). 
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Example 20: First D-hexachord segment of guitar part <439BA5>, flute-guitar duet (mm. 144 - 145) 
Another noteworthy passage is similar to Example 18. In the 47th aggregate 
of flute, which is also the 48th aggregate of guitar, both instruments are partitioned 
into the same pair of hexachords (numbers 40 to 43 in Table 26, Example 21), the 
first of which is {123789}. It contains repeated pitch-classes and so it has no ordered 
segment. The other chord, {0456AB}, is realized as segment <5B64A0> in the flute 
part and <5(0B)A(46)> in the guitar part. 
PA48 




A ^^ f 卜 - ” ：_ -- - -__- p ^ 严 u ^ 
V U I J u U J PP f PP ^ 
{123789} ^ f 5 
<5(0B)A(46)> 
Example 21: Segmentation into same D-hexachord pair, flute-guitar duet (mm. 210-213) 
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4.3.3. Violin-viola duet 
Occurrence Instrument Location Pc content / Remark 
1 Both m. 4, 2nd artic. ofvln. (F5) {0456AB} 
to m. 5，3rd artic. of via. 
ij^ 
2 Both m. 6，1st artic. ofvln. (G3) {012678} 
to last artic. of via., same 
measure (Db3) 
3 Viola m. 6, last artic. (Db3) to m. {123789} 
9，1st artic. (D3) 
4 Viola m. 31，1st artic. (Bb5) to {0456AB}, ordered <65A0(4B)>; 
m. 33，1st artic. (E3, B3) include m. 32 of violin 
5 Viola m. 43，1st artic. (E4) to 6th {3459AB}, ordered <435BA9>; includes 
artic.，same measure violin, from m. 42, last artic. 
6 Viola m. 63, 1st artic. (E4) to last {23489A} 
artic., same measure (A4) 
7 Viola m. 64, 1st artic. (F#3) to {01567B}, follows number 6 
last artic., same measure 
8 Viola m. 66, 1st artic. (Eb6) to m. {123789}，in order 
67’ 2nd artic. (G#5) 
9 Viola m. 68，1 st artic. (A#5) to {23489A}，ordered <894(2A)3>, 
m. 70，1st artic. (Eb3) includes violin from m. 68，3rd artic. 
(E4) to m. 70，3rd artic. (A5) 
10 Viola m. 71, 2nd artic. (Gb4) to {01567B}’ ordered <65B1(07)> 
m. 74’ last artic. (Db3) 
11 Viola m. 75, 2nd artic. (B4) to m. {34589A}, ordered <B4539A> 
77，5th artic. (Bb3) 
12 Viola m. 77’ last artic. (Gb3) to {012678}，ordered <216807〉 
m. 78’ last artic. (G3) 
13 Both m. 79, 1st artic. of via. {3459AB} 
(Bb3) to m. 81, 1st artic. of 
via (Eb3) 
14，15 Viola m. 81，last artic. (F#4) to {0456AB}, {123789} includes violin up 
m. 89, last artic. (A5) to m. 85, follows number 13 
Entire row-form aggregate 
16 Violin m. 91, 3rd artic. (A3) to m. {23489A}, ordered <92A834> 
93，1st artic. (Ab3) 
17 Violin m. 104,3rd artic. (D7) to {123789} 
m. 105，4th artic. (G6) 
18 Violin m. 129，1st artic. (Bb4) to {0456AB}, ordered <A5460B> 
m. 130, 4th artic. (B6) 
19 Violin m. 130, 5th artic. (D6) to {123789}, ordered <273189〉，follows 
last artic., same measure number 18，forms aggregate 24 with 18 
m 
20 Viola m. 131’ 1st artic. (Eb6) to {123789}, ordered <389712〉 
m. 132’ 3rd artic. (D6) 
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21 Viola m. 132,4th artic. (B5) to {0456AB}，ordered <B6A054> 
m. 133，last artic. (E3) 
22 Violin m. 150, 3rd artic. (E5) to {3459AB}, ordered <45B9A3> 
m. 151, 2nd artic. (Eb4) 
23 Both m. 152, last artic. of via. {123789}’ ordered <871329〉 
(Ab4) to m. 153, 3rd artic. 
ofvln. (Eb4) 
24 Viola m. 156, last artic. (Ab3) to {23489A}, ordered <3(28)4A9> 
m. 157a, first artic. (A4) 
25 Both m. 163,2nd artic. of via. {01567B} 
(C5) to m. 164, 1st artic. of 
via. (B3) 
26 Violin m. 165, 1st artic. (Bb4) to {0456AB}, includes viola from m. 167 
m. 169, 3rd artic. (B6) 
27 Viola m. 175, 2nd artic. (A3) to {123789}，ordered <923871〉 
m. 176，4th artic. (C#6) 
28 Viola m. 176,9th artic. (B5) to {0456AB} 
m. 179, 1st artic. (F6) 
29’ 30 Violin m. 193，1st artic. (Ab5) to {123789}，{0456AB} 
m. 196, 5th artic. (F4) 
31 Violin m. 200, 5th artic. (A#3) to {3459AB}，ordered <AB5349> 
m. 201, 4th artic. (A5) 
32 Violin m. 207, 1st artic. (Bb5) to {0456AB}, ordered <A0B645> 
m. 208，2nd artic. (A5) 
33 Violin m. 207, last artic. (E5) to {3459AB}, overlaps with number 32 
m. 208，8th artic. (E4) 
34 Violin m. 218’ 5th artic. (D4) to {123789} 
m. 220, 4th artic. (G#6) 
35 Viola m. 221,3rd artic. (Ab5, {123789} 
Eb6) to m. 222，4th artic. 
(D#4) . 
36 Violin m. 226, 1st artic. (Gb4) to {0456AB}, ordered <650AB4> 
m. 228, 3rd, artic. (E6) 
37 Viola m. 233,2nd artic. (B5) to {0456AB}, <BA4650> 
last artic., same measure 
W 
38 Viola m. 234’ 1st artic. (G3) to {123789}，ordered <789132〉，follows 
m. 235’ 3rd artic. (D3) number 37 
39 Viola m. 235,4th artic. (C3) to {012678}, 
m. 236, 6th artic. (C#3) 
40 Viola m. 236, last artic. (F4) to {3459AB} 
m. 237，last artic. (Bb3) 
41 Viola m. 240, 6th artic. (Bb5) to {3459AB}, ordered <AB9354> 
m. 241, 3rd artic. (E3) 
42 Viola m. 243,3rd artic. (D6) to {123789} 
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m. 244, last artic. (A5) 
43 Viola m. 255,8th artic. (E5) to {3459AB} 
m. 258’ 2nd artic. (F3) 
44 Violin m. 262, 1st artic. (B4) to {01567B}，ordered <B70615> 
last artic., same measure 
45 Violin m. 271, 1st artic. (F#5) to {0456AB}, ordered <6B0A45>, echoed 
m. 272，4th artic. (F5) by viola 
46 Violin m. 278, 1st artic. (G6) to {012678}, ordered <726810> 
m. 280’ 2nd artic. (C7) 
Table 27: Occurrences of D-hexachord in violin-viola duet 
There are 46 D-hexachords in the violin-viola duet, five of which are formed by both 
instruments. However, the chord proportion of each instrument differs that of the 
other two duets, since the viola occupies around 60 percent (25 out of 41) of the 
remaining chords, but the violin contributes only 16. 
Concerning the distribution of the D-hexachords between the two 
instruments, this duet is special in that the first D-hexachord of violin (number 16) 
does not appear until the viola finishes its complete row-form aggregate. Although 
the two instruments are the same family, they differ in the way they present the 
underlying structure. 
The sixth and seventh D-hexachords in Table 27 are distinct ones within the 
15th aggregate of the viola part. This aggregate ends the viola solo block just before 
the violin re-enters (Example 22). The pitch-class order of these two D-hexachords 
is not well-defined. 
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Example 22: Two distinct D-hexachords, violin-viola duet (mm. 63 — 64) 
After the violin joins in for an aggregate, the 17th aggregate of the viola part 
is arranged to form the same pair of D-hexachords ({23489A} and {01567B}, 
numbers 9 and 10 of Table 27). This time the pitch-class repetitions are reduced and 
ordered segments of the hexachord are formed (Example 23). These two ordered 
segments form RT7Q. Since the arrays of both instruments of this duet are 
constructed from Q, the importance of Q is emphasized before the viola plays its 
20th aggregate, which contains a row-form of Q. 
f 对J 呼 f f J^Ji- •». 
<65B1(07)> 
<894(2A)3> 
Example 23: Two distinct segments of D-hexachords, violin-viola duet (mm. 69 - 73) 
Two more hexachord segments of Q appear before the 20th aggregate of 
viola. The 11th and 12th D-hexachords in Table 27 are located at the end of 
aggregate 18 and the beginning of aggregate 19 respectively. The corresponding 
hexachord segments, <B4539A> and <216807〉，are the beginning hexachord 
segments of TbQ and RT3IQ (Example 24). 
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Example 24: D-hexachord segments, violin-viola duet (mm. 75 — 78) 
After the viola states its 20th aggregate with a complete row-form (RT9Q), D-
hexachords begin to appear in the violin part. The first of these, the 16th of Table 
27，is already a hexachordal segment of the underlying row (<92A834>, the second 
hexachord of T5IQ). Soon afterward, the violin plays an entire row-form T a I Q in 
aggregate 24. The viola then follows with its inversion T3Q in its 26th aggregate. 
These two row-forms constitute chords 18 to 21 of Table 27. 
Violin: PA24, T^IQ 
— P P 丨 I I I I I H PP jf 
jf 
Viola: PA26, T3Q 
PP Jf ^ PP jf \ 
Example 25: Two consecutive row-form presentation, violin-viola duet (mm. 129 — 133) 
Towards the end of the piece, the violin plays a D-hexachord that has most of 
the pitch-classes echoed by the viola. This is the 45th chord listed in Table 27. The 
chord is presented as an ordered segment <6B0A45>, which is the first half of TeQ. 
The viola takes up an abbreviated form of the segment: <6B0A5>. The pitch-classes 
6，B and 0 lag slightly behind the violin while A and 5 are slightly ahead. 
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Example 26: Echoing of D-hexachord, violin-viola duet (mm. 271 -272) 
4.4. Realization of even-partitioned aggregates and 
Even-partitioned aggregates contain twelve elements that are evenly contributed by 
the lynes. In an array with six parts, there are five aggregates of this kind, with 
partitions C, and respectively. The aggregate with partition C is the 
single-lyne aggregate containing the entire row form. For the other partition types, 
the balanced lyne lengths can be further enhanced by the composer to include other 
symmetries. The two lynes forming the aggregate with partition are both D-
hexachords that begin a row-form transformation. However, in the and 
partitions, the set classes contained in the lynes are not of a single type. In this 
2 6 
section, the 6 and 2 aggregates of all three duets are discussed, since their positions 
in the array bear structural importance. 
The array is so designed that the two central aggregates (29th and 30th) are 
both even-partitioned with rather different lyne densities - one has two lynes of six 
pitch-classes each and the other has six lynes of a pair of pitch-classes. As 
mentioned in Chapter 3，the contrast in density in the guitar duet and flute-guitar duet 
is further enhanced by beginning the second half of the piece with a single 
instrument (caution that these two duets have very similar super-array structures). In 
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contrast, both the violin and viola participate in crossing the midpoint, and therefore 
the effect of lyne density variation is reduced. This section focuses on the two even 
partitions of the three duets, in order to better understand how Babbitt handles the 
midpoint of the pitch-class array differently in the pieces. 
As shown in Table 17 of section 3.5，the super-array structures of the guitar 
duet and the flute-guitar duet only differ in their first two blocks and remain similar 
for the rest of the pieces. The upper instruments of these two duets 一 guitar 1 and 
flute - both play the central two aggregates in solo (Example 27 and Example 28). 
PA30 
PA29 S B ‘ 7 
159 J^J FF 
i、w丨.身�,丨丨丄丨” • 丨 ^ ^ 
PP 吻 ^ ^ tp 
PA31 
162 \>-p-Q ^ 7 ；二 
J y I, I 友 j ^ ^ K U J J J r • 
f f PP ^ 严 ^ 一 
Example 27: Pitch-class aggregates 29 and 30 of first guitar, two-guitar duet (mm. 159 - 164) 
PA3() 
125 I PA29 . i i g f\ • ~ * _ , 一 一 一 •一 — 一 
FL _ r 「丨丨产i 1 「 广 印 ^ ^ ^ 
^ -J I I I I I I I 3 
P VP 7 crjt? JRP 
n n f r f r f f j p E F j | v » . „ _ L r r r f r f f r n ^ 
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Example 28: Pitch-class aggregates 29 and 30 of flute, flute-guitar duet (mm. 125 - 129) 
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Guitar 1 Flute 
Aggregates 29 30 29 30 
A9 12 9A35B4 
High 




23 AB4605 98 
Low 
B4 921378 6B 
Table 28: Aggregates 29 and 30 from guitar 1 and flute array 
Aggregate 29 |30 
Measure 59 60 61： 62 63 64 
A 99 i 
High 1 
各 7 0 
6 1 1 " " “ ： 
Middle ！ 
8 8 5 ； 
(23) iA B BB44 6 0 5 
Low 1 
(B4 )4 : 9 9 2 13 7 7 8 ' ' I 
Table 29: Guitar duet, pitch-class realization of aggregates 29 and 30 of Guitar 1 array 
Aggregate 29 30 ； 
Measure 125 126 ;127 128 129 
1 2 9 ： 9 A3 5 B4 
High ； 
A 3 ;8110 2 2 66 7 7 
5 0 ; 
Middle ； 
7 4 ： 
9 8 ： 
Low ! 
6B I 
Table 30: Flute-guitar duet, pitch-class realization of aggregates 29 and 30 of flute array 
The partition type of the 29th aggregate facilitates the production of 
ambiguous ordering through the repetition of array elements. However, there is no 
pitch-class repetition in the aggregate of the flute part, and hence the ordering 
remains unambiguous. The segmentation of this aggregate into two D-hexachords 
has been mentioned in section 4.3.2. In the two-guitar duet, only one element is 
repeated (C#5 / Db5) and so only two pitch-class pairs are ambiguously ordered (1，0 
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and 1, 9). Due to the simultaneous articulation of the sixth and seventh pitch-classes, 
D4 and Eb4, no hexachord can be singled out. In the 30th aggregate, although the 
two lynes contain a D-hexachord, the chord type is obscured in both the two-guitar 
duet and the flute-guitar duet. 
Unlike the upper instruments, the 29th and 30th aggregates of the lower 
instruments in the two duets (both are guitars) are played against their counterparts. 
Another difference is that the two aggregates are separated by eight solo aggregates, 
played by the other instrument. The 29th aggregate is of partition type which 
occupies only one octave. When restated, the 30th aggregate is of partition type 
and so it covers all three octaves. In section 4.3 above, I have pointed out that the 
lower instruments of both duets re-enter with an aggregate containing D-hexachord 
segments that represent certain transformation of the underlying row (see Example 
17 and Example 20). On the time axis, the relationships between the two instruments 
differ slightly in the two duets. The two guitars have common articulation points 
when the lower instrument enters, but they gradually divert (Example 30). On the 
contrary, the flute and guitar first play with different subdivisions of the beat before 
their articulation points gradually align (Example 32). In measure 146，even the 
pitch-class is aligned; both the flute and guitar play G. 
PA28 
E - 灯 广 I ‘ - ^ 
P<Jf 卯 I — — ； JT PP 
ff PP 
Example 29: Pitch-class aggregate 29 of guitar 2，two-guitar duet (mm. 155 - 158) 
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Example 30: Pitch-class aggregate 30 of guitar 2, two-guitar duet (mm. 182 - 187) 
PA28 
ir I r / h i M ..II 
、一 = 〜 ， H d . 
-1： J ^ J j — L J U I'l lu ml 
pp Pfi — p 仰 p 
P 3 
Example 31: Pitch-class aggregate 29 of guitar, flute-guitar duet (mm. 120 — 123) 
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Example 32: Pitch-class aggregate 30 of guitar, flute-guitar duet (mm. 143 - 148) 
In the violin-viola duet, both instruments participate in crossing the midpoint. 
To keep both instruments going, the extra aggregate of the violin's fourth block -
aggregate 29 - is played together with the viola holding the last note of its 29th 
aggregate (Eb3, see Example 33). Then both instruments play their 30th aggregates 
together. 
At the aggregate level, this passage can be considered as a duet. However, 
the articulation points suggest that it is constructed from many minor "solo" 
passages. Of the 12 measures shown in Example 33, the two instruments articulate 
simultaneously at only four points: mm. 145, 149 (both G#), 153 and 155 (both F#). 
The distribution of simultaneities in the three works will be covered in section 4.5. 
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Example 33: Violin-viola duet, central aggregates (Violin: 28 - 30, viola, 29 — 30) 
Violin Viola 
Aggregates 28 29 30 29 30 
B BA OB 
High 
9 96 41 
A10687 72 83 
Middle 
4 45 56 
23 38 701B56 45B9A3 27 
Low 
5 01 23A849 162078 9A 
Table 31: Violin-viola duet: array structure of central aggregates 
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Measure 144 145 146 147 148 149 150! 151 152 
. B : B A A 
High 1 
9 ； 9 6 
A 1 ( 06 )88 7 i 7 2 2 
Violin Middle r " ^ 
Low 2 3 i 38 
55 5 ；0 1 
45 5 B B 9 A A3 A A3 1 
Viola Low 1 
1 1 6 2 0 7 8 ； 
Table 32: Violin-viola duet: pitch-class realization of aggregates 28 - 29of violin and 29 of viola 
Measure 152 153 154 155 
7 O i l B 56 6 
Violin Low = 
2 3 A 8 4 9 
0 B 
High 
^ 4 1 
8 3 3 
Viola Middle 
5 5 6 
7 7 7 
Low 
9 A 
Table 33: Violin-viola duet: pitch-class realization of aggregate 30 
4.5. Time-point realization 
The time-point structure of a piece determines how the notes are allocated on the 
time axis, just as the pitch-class array determines the distribution of pitches. In 
earlier pieces of Babbitt, notes are articulated on the time axis only in reference to 
the modulus of the time-point system. For example, a time-point system using a 
modulus of 12 semiquavers divides the time axis into units of semiquavers. All the 
time intervals between successive musical events are multiples of this smallest unit. 
To introduce variations in the time domain, however, Babbitt used more than one 
modulus in some later pieces.^ ^ 
30 For example, Sextets for violin and piano uses three different time-point units: divisions of a crochet 
into four, five and seven subdivisions. 
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In the three duets, he introduces another method to add varieties to the 
articulation of time-points. This method has already been discussed in detail in 
section 3.4. Babbitt subdivides the interval between two time-points into equal 
portions and the numbers of subdivisions are mostly chosen to yield "irrational" note 
values, i.e. irregular subdivisions of the beat in the meter defined. Note values like 
crochets or minims are often divided into three, five, seven or even eleven parts.]】 
Alternately, an odd number of semiquavers, the time-point unit used in the three 
duets, is divided into four or eight portions, yielding, for instance, dotted demi-
semiquavers. With this mechanism, the set of articulation points are greatly varied, 
and so the modulus of twelve semiquavers is kept unchanged all throughout the three 
pieces. 
The association of the time-point lynes to dynamics is briefly mentioned in 
the previous chapter. Here I highlight the differences among the three duets in more 
detail. The two-guitar duet starts with both instruments playing together. 
Concurrently, in the temporal dimension, two time-point arrays unfold together. 
Since there are only six levels of different dynamics，each dynamic level articulates a 
pair of time-point lynes. While the three strong dynamic levels - f f , f and mf -
articulate the three lyne pairs of the first guitar array, the three soft dynamics 
articulate those of the second guitar array. Due to the above-mentioned insertion of 
irregular subdivisions, the time-point lynes are realized in a much slower pace than 
that of the pitch-class lynes. Table 34 shows the first time-point aggregate in the 
31 Throughout the three duets, we find divisions of consecutive time points into equal divisions of 
three, five, seven, ten and eleven. The division into nine parts is achieved by triplets within triplets. I 
believe that the absence of longer sub-divisions, e.g. into 13 parts, is not just a coincidence. The 
distribution of time-point divisions might related to the twelve-tone row in some way, since the 
subdivision ranges from zero (no division) to eleven parts. This feature is not explained in this paper 
but it is surely an interesting topic for future research. 
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two-guitar duet. It covers the first 22 measures, which correspond to about four 
aggregates in the pitch-class array. 
Measure Starting time- f f f mf mp p p p 
point 
1 10 6 5 A 
2 10 A 
3 4 0 4 
4 4 4 B 
5 0 0 8 
6 11 1 7 B 
7 11 9 1 B 
8 11 2 
9 3 9 3 7 B 
10 3 3 6 
11 0 0 1 
12 0 0 8 
13 4 2 6 
14 4 7 2 
15 8 4 8,9 
16 0 B 0,3 
17 4 4 7 B 
18 8 A 9 6 
19 8 A 
20 6 A 6 
21 6 6,8 
22 2 5 6,8 
Table 34: First time-point aggregate, two-guitar duet 
The presentation of the time-point array requires some explanation. The 
articulation points of the two instruments are combined, since only one layer of 
dynamic variation is in control of the three pieces (see section 3.4). The subdivisions 
between consecutive time-points are not shown, so it gives no information as to how 
the time-points are divided between the two instruments. I consider the beginning of 
the piece as time-point A rather than zero. This shift creates a transposition of all the 
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time-point lynes without altering the structure of the array and hence the relationship 
between various lynes remains intact. A survey of the three duets reveals several 
instances of such time-point shift. With an initial time-point A，the time-point 
aggregate presented here can be compared directly to the arrays of the two guitars as 
listed in Appendix A2.1. The first block and a portion of the second block of time-
point array are realized in the entire duet. 
In the flute-guitar duet, the time-point array realization varies slightly. Only 
the flute array is present in the time-point domain, so each dynamic level can be 
assigned one time-point lyne. The rate at which the time-point lynes appear is higher 
than that of the two-guitar duet. Throughout the duet three time-point blocks from 
the flute array are realized. 
Measure Starting time- f f f mf mp p p p 
point 
1 0 5 0，1 7 6 
2 8 2 B 8,3 
3 4 A 4 
4 0 9’B 
5 0 3 1 0 2 
6 0 4 0,5 
7 0 1,6 7 
8 8 8 A 
9 4 4 7 9 
Table 35: First two time-point aggregates, flute-guitar duet 
The violin-viola duet is similar to the flute-guitar duet. Only the violin array 
is realized. The §ix dynamic levels are mapped to the six lynes. The lynes are 
realized in an even faster rate，and consequently almost half of the array (27 
aggregates) is presented. 
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Measure Starting time- f f f mf mp p pp 
point 
1 2 2 A 
2 1 9 2 5 
3 5 8 A 
4 11 3 B 
5 3 1 3 B 
6 3 4 8 5 3 B 
7 3 8 3 
8 11 5 3 B 
9 7 1 
10 7 1 
11 3 8 5 3 
12 11 5 3 B 
13 7 4 8 5 0 
14 7 1 
15 3 8 3 7 
16 11 6 
17 8 4 8 
18 8 8 
19 4 4 
Table 36: First time-point aggregate, violin-viola duet 
The above tables present the time-point array without showing the sub-
divisions of time-points, which bear significant implication on the issue of "solos and 
duets", the title of the three pieces. The most direct interpretation of the "solos" or 
"duets" are refers to the participation of the two instruments. Considering the piece 
as a whole, all three pieces are duets. As mentioned in the foregoing, the structure of 
the super-array defines small solos or duets sections by blocks. Some blocks have 
both instruments played together, while others are "solo blocks". Within the duet 
blocks, some closing aggregates are played by only one instrument. These "solo 
aggregates" are marked with “+，，sign in Table 17. In the same thought, we can put 
the notion of solo and duet within individual "duet aggregates". Articulations by 
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both instruments are in a sense duets and those by a single instrument are solos in the 
same sense.^ ^ Without the irregular time-point divisions, the set of possible 
articulation points divides the modulus into twelve equal portions. It is much smaller 
than the universe of articulation points obtainable from free divisions of time-point 
units. With this extensive set of articulation points, the composer can much more 
freely design whether the two instruments should be articulated together or not. If a 
time interval is divided into different numbers of equal durations for the two 
instruments, they can only be articulated together at the starting point of that portion, 
provided that the two numbers are coprime.^ ^ Conversely, if both instruments play 
regularly on the semiquaver grid, it is more likely that their notes converge. 
In pieces where the time-point articulations exhibit such a great variety, the 
simultaneous attacks assume special importance. The frequency of these 
simultaneities and their distribution in the piece enable the composer to control the 
way the two instruments relate. Together with pitches, very special effects can be 
achieved. The two guitar duet contains a typical example. At measure 35，near the 
end of the first pitch-class aggregate, both guitars play the pitch-class C# (two 
octaves apart) after a pause of five semiquavers (Example 34). The articulation of 
the same pitch-class by both instruments is very rare in the three duets. It impresses 
on the listener as the two instruments arrive at the same point rather unexpectedly. 
32 In this paper, I deal only with the articulation points for two reasons. First, the time-point system 
defines only the articulation points; how long a note lasts is a free choice of the composer. Second, it 
is the articulation point that relates directly to the current discussion - the irregular divisions of time 
points. 
Two numbers are said to be coprime if they have no common factors other than one. For example, 
7 and 5 are coprime but not 6 and 4. If an interval is divided into six and four portions, there is still a 
common articulation point in the middle. 
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Example 34: Simultaneous attack of same pc, two-guitar duet (mm. 34 - 36) 
Appendix 4 lists the number of simultaneous attacks in all the three duets by 
aggregate. No obvious trend is in evidence, except that there is an exceptionally 
large number of such attacks in the first block of the two-guitar aggregate, due 
possibly to the abundance of repetitions in this block. As mentioned in section 4.2, 
the aggregates in the block are relatively large. Simultaneous articulations by the 
two instruments are therefore more frequent. Apart from the exceptional opening 
block of the two-guitar array, the distribution of simultaneities in the three duets 
becomes slightly less dense in the middle of the piece. The foregoing attempt to 
interpret the three duets from the perspective of temporal domain is not meant to be 
exhaustive and there remain areas that await further investigation. 
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Chapter 5 Summary and Conclusion 
Underlying Babbitt's three Soli e Duettini is an all-partition array with six lynes 
containing 58 aggregates. Two twelve-tone rows，P and Q, which are related by M-
transformation, are used to construct the six arrays. Although these two twelve-tone 
rows cannot be converted into one another by transposition, inversion or retrograde, 
they can be split into two D-hexachords, which comprise the same generators, 3-
4[015] and 3-5 [016]. While the two halves of both P and Q are formed by the same 
generators, the subsets extracted from P and Q are not always identical. Some pitch-
class sets (unordered) are common to the two rows but some are found in one row 
exclusively. Among the shared sets (the trichord generators are typical examples), 
only some ordered segments common to the rows. 
The two arrays are more closely related than the two rows. Concerning the 
partition of the 58 aggregates, the two arrays are retrogrades of each other but almost 
all other features are shared by them. For instance, they both contain all the 48 
different transformations of the underlying row and the three lyne pairs are in three 
separate hexachordal regions. The projection of the array to the pitch and the 
temporal domains and the association of the aggregates of the array of the two 
instruments (the structure of super-arrays) lie somewhere between the musical 
foreground and the underlying structure. They are not general attributes of the 
underlying array and thus cannot be classified as features of the foreground. In the 
three duets the manifestation of the notion of solo and duet and the temporal 
realizations of the array differ. The pitch materials of the two instruments influence 
the surface and the varying repetition of array element also determines whether the 
aggregate elements are well-defined or obscured in order. 
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All these leads to the conclusion that "two" is an important number in the 
works. In various dimensions and at different levels, two related elements are in 
action. The relationship between them may be identical, different or similar, as 
shown lucidly in the instrumentation of the three duets - the first duet is for a pair of 
identical instruments, while the second and third duets are for different and similar 
instruments respectively. Almost all other musical elements are similarly treated by-
Babbitt to explore their identities, similarities and differences. Regarding 
instrumentation, there are solo and duet sections in the three duets at block, aggregate 
and articulation levels. The two underlying arrays are constructed with two twelve-
tone rows containing identical, similar and different trichord types.34 These 
relationships are explored in the pitch and time-point domains, involving a single 
instrument or, at times, both. For example, four different forms of the D-hexachord 
segments from P and Q are differently distributed in the three duets. 
It seems likely that Babbitt's exploration of the notion of Soli e Duettini 
finishes with the violin-viola duet, as his composition of pieces with the same title 
also stops there. However, we can infer from Babbitt's output that his exploration of 
the relationship between various instruments continues throughout his composition 
career, as evinced by the great varieties of instrumentation adopted for the ensuing 
works. Those composed after the three duets show that the trend lingers on with 
typical examples such as Envoi (1990，piano four hands); None but the Lonely Flute 
(1991，solo flute); Septet, but Equal (1992，seven instruments); Fanfare for All 
(1993, brass quintet); Triad (1994，viola, clarinet and piano); Quintet (1995, clarinet 
and string quartet) and the large-scale Second Piano Concerto (1998). 
34 For "identical" and "similar" chord types, I refer to those of the same set class that can or cannot be 
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Retrospectively, the three duets are in significant ways miniatures of the experiments 
carried out in more expansive works and therein lies their hitherto obscured 
importance. 
transformed to another by the three basic twelve-tone operations respectively. 
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I 
Appendix 1 Partition Types of 58 Aggregates 
Al . l By lynes 
Blocks Aggregates Partition Types 
1 1 - 7 58-52 T W 34 642 62^ 1^  5321^ 741 62^  一 
2 8-14 51 -45 6321 5421 732 75 82^  63^  一 
3 15-21 44-38 —93 651 72^ 1 531^ 831 532^ 42^  — 
4 22-29 37 — 30 52^ 1^  84 71^  54l' 64l' 621^ 2' 
5 30-36 29-23 4^ 21^  32^1 B 1 52^ 1 921 81' 
6 37-43 22-16 4^31 731^ C 82l' 72l' 
7 44-50 15-9 913 543 631^  5^ 2 5331 A 2 一 
8 51 -58 8 - 1 43:12 432^1 43^2 42^ 1^  432” 
A1.2 By lyne pairs 
Blocks Aggregates Partition Types 
1 1 - 7 58-52 6' A 2 63^  741 B 1 A 2 
2 8 - 14 51 -45 822 ^ ^ ^ C ^ 
3 15-21 44-38 C B 1 82^  82^  84 82^  642 
4 22-29 37-30 732 C 82^  921 651 642 732 4 ~ 
5 30-36 29-23 C 82^  543 B 1 732 B 1 921 —— 
6 37-43 22- 16 543 831 C 831 A 2 921 B 1 
7 44-50 15-9 T P 84 93 741 A 2 831 A 2 
8 51 -58 8— 1 651 741 543 732 5^ 2 63^  5^ 2 543 
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Appendix 2 Array Details 
A2.1 Array of Soli e Duettini for two guitars 
First Guitar 
Aggregate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
. 0 m ^ 4 (4)3B9 
High 945 3BA (A) (A)706812 
~83 (3)42A96 (6)B (B) 5 
Middle 
7 (7)0B1 (1) 0)56 94A832// 
6BA 045 (5)8 (8)3972 UJo 
Low "12 (2)79 (9)38540 (0)A ^ 
Aggregate 8 9 ^ U U U 14 
" “ (9)A5//8 W 7 206 1459BA3// 07 “ 
High (2)//B43 59A1 82076// ‘ 
(0)1// A94 (4)2836 7B " T ^ 
Middle ; — 
B05716 32 A894//B6 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (B)64A5891 327// 
Low (6)//7 23 (3)1985A4 _ 
Aggregate 15 i Z 11 11 II 
""“ (7)8621 A3 ^ 9B4 5//2 
High 9A35B4 1 0 86 ^ 
4 9 8A236175 50 ^ 
0 6B (B)87 (7)3129 
Low 6B0//387912 (2)5064 (4)BA// 
Aggregate 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
" “ 7 7680 1 ^ (1)4B53A (A)9// 
High 211 54B93A12 (2) 6 (6) 8 7 (7)0// 
(B)// 8 9 24A30B B75 6 61// 
Middle 
(1) 0 (0)75B69A (A) 243 8 (8)//5 
(9)//A564 (4) (4)0B8 (8)179 (9) (9)2 (2)3// 
Low 
^ £ ) (3)1725 (5) 6A0 (0) B4// 
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Aggregate 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
61 20 (0)874935AB// 
High 
各 34 9B (B)5A76 (6)2 (2) 
A 324 89 (9)071B65//4 
Middle — 
(5) (5)0 (0)1B7638249A (A) 
AB4605 2197 (7)8 3 
Low 
921378 (8)B60 A 5 4//1 (1) 8 
Aggregate £7 _38 ^ ^ ^ 43 
. 2 IS 6 07AB354 
High (8)//5A9B34 7 2 ^ 
(4)3A82901576B 
Middle — 
(A)//56B 170 9 W (9)8423A//1657 
6 (6)50A4B23 (3)7981 J l ^ "q 
Low — B4A05 
Aggregate 44 45 £7 50 
" “ 91161 70 (0)281A9534^ 
High (8)610//3AB95~ (5)416 027 8// B — 
2 (2)9A8 4305B1 167 
Middle (7)B03 A _ (A)4298// 76 
546AB 29318 
Low 7 8139 2 BA645 (5)0//3 
Aggregate I 51 52 53 54 55 ^ £7 _58 
一 " s i O “ (0) 267 A (A)5B9 4 (4)3 
High (B)A5 (5) 3947 (7) —80 (0) 216 
m (8)A (A)49 (9)651 (1) B (B)07 
Middle — (6) IB (B)503 (3) (3)4 “ 8A92 
7//4 (4)B0A 652 (2) "(2)7 (7)13 89 
Low "^29 (9)71 一 1(1)8 |(8)B04 (6 |(6)5 |(5)A~ 
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Second Guitar 
Transformation with respect to first guitar array: RT4IM 
Lyne-pair assignment: High, middle and low lyne-pair use low, middle and high ones 
from first guitar duet respectively. 
Aggregate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
• 70 1B5 (5)6 (6) (6)3A 2498 (8)//5 
High 23 (3)A (A) 8490 (0)B (B)57 ~ 
5 4 9 ( 9 ) B (B)3A7 (7)82 (2)0 (0)16// 
Middle 
6720 81 ^ (1)439 (9)B A ^ 
Ts (8) 7932 (2) 5A6 4 ⑷ BO" 
T 11YV " - ‘ ‘ I ‘ •‘ ‘ “ • - _• -
AB6 4 1(4)0 |5 1(5)871 |3 |(3)29 
Aggregate 9 ^ U _12 U 14 15 
‘ 0B176 92A83 
High 1//43 (3)8A29 6 71B0 'si/ 
~ ^ 5AB (B)93418 0276 ^ 
Middle (A)5// 07682 ^ 1495 
981372B064 (4)5 (5)A//7 _8 
Low (9)// 0 564 AB83 (3)7921//4BA^ 
Aggregate 116 “ 17 ^ j 9 20 21 122 
4" — B (B)0751 (1)698243A (A)// 
. HIGH A 
‘ 9 (9)A53B4760218 
Middle (5)3AB//2168O7" (7) 0 ) 45B 9A3//2 
(8)31924 A OB 
Low (0)6 (6) 819723//0 (0)B4 
Aggregate 23 24 25 26 £7 ^ 29 
J ^ 05 (5)7B6 "^892// 
High 0 ~ B (B)//8 3 2 4A90 "^1B67// 
(8)//3A9B547 (7)0 861 2// 
Middle 
^ (2)78601A59B4 (4)3 (3) 
~ 923178504 (4)6 B M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Low 6 (6)A (A)5239 (9)7 81// 
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Aggregate 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
" “ 16 (6)7 (7) (7)5B0 (0)948 (8) '(8)A32//7 
High "89 4 — (4)2A 3 (3)65B1 "qT (1)0 
BA A 359 941286 7 0// 9 
Middle 
(3)//0 (0) m 2 (2)7A9354 (4)B 
72 (2)1398B (B) (B) 40A5 "(5) 
Low 45 (5) 0 ^ (A) 6 (6)B217983// ~6 
Aggregate 38 39 ^ 42 43 ^ 
" “ (7)6B15 (5)09 (9)A 4 238" 一 
HIGH (0)7// 2 9 8 (8 )A436 (6 )B7501 / /49A 
^ 43 35BA1620 7 ^ 
Middle ⑶颜？ 一 石） 0674B35 
ra 897 1 (1)2 B6A05 
L。w 5A (A)0 4 B 893127// 
Aggregate |45 46 £7 4S 49 ^ £1 
" “ "sei B70328A9 W 
High 82307B1 (1)6 'sf/A 
95 A1068 872// B4 
MIDDLE A9 / /8702 I A B 5 3 4 ^ 
(5)4// 129738B A46 5 0 (0)//327 
Low A5460 B273 189//6 
Aggregate 52 « 54 £5 £7 £8 
( 4 ) / / B 6 5 7 1 0 (0)3 (3)84 29A 
High 24 (4)83017 756 (6)B 
53 (3) 9 (9)A (A)72681 (1)0 
MIDDLE a3B i B 9 4 5 一 ^ 
(7)918 ^ J 6 OAB 4 
L。w (6)B0A452 (2) |(2)91 [387 
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A2.2 Array of Soli e Duettini for flute and guitar 
Flute 
Transformation with respect to first guitar array: Tb 
Lyne-pair assignment: High, middle and low lyne-pair use low, middle and high ones 
from first guitar duet respectively. 
Aggregate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5A9 B34 (4)7 (7)2861 0//B 
High 01 (1)68 (8)2743B (B)9 竺 
^ ~Tl (2)31985 (5)A (A) 4 (4)6 
Middle - (6)BA0 ~(0) (0)45 839721// 
B ^ ~ 16 3 (3)2A8 
L。w 834 2A9 “ (9) |(9)6B5701 
Aggregate 8 9 _n U U M 
(B)A""“ (A)5394780 216// 
High (5)//6 12 (2)087493 IIZZZ 
^ 983 (3)1725 6A 0B4// 
Middle AB4605 Z I Z I ^ — 9783//A5 
(8)94//7 (7) 6 1B5 0348A92// B6 
L。""^  (1)//A32 4890 71B65// 
Aggregate 1 1 5 1 6 H ^ 20 _ 2 1 
B 5A (A)76 (6)2018 
High 5AB//276801 一 ⑴ 4B53 (3)A9// .87 
3 79125064 (4)B (B)A 
Middle 640B817 9 (9)23//0 
(6)7510 n ^ 4//1 
Low 8924A3 0 ~ B (5)6 
Aggregate 22 23 ^ 25 26 21^  ^ 29 
(8)//9453 (3) (3)BA7 (7)068 (8) (8)1 (1)2// 
High (2) (2)0614 (4) 59B (B) A3// 
I (A)// 7 _8 1392BA (A)64 5 (5)0// 
Middle 一 (B)64A589 . (9) 132 7 (7)//4 — 
^ (6)57B 0 (0) (0)3A429 98// 
Low 
1" 43A82901 (1) 5 ^ 7 6 (6)B// 
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Aggregate 30 31 32 33 M 35 36 
• 9A35B4 1086 (6)7 2 
High 810267 (7)A5B 9 4 3//0 (0) 7 
9 213 78 (8)B60A54//3 
Middle — 
^ (4)B (B)0A65271389 (9) 
50 (B)7638249A// 
Low 23 8A (A)4965 Q) 
Aggregate 37 38 39 40 ^ 
" “ 5 (5)4B93A12 (2)6870 B 
High — A39B4 
(3)29718B0465A 
Middle — 
9//45A 06B _8 _8 873129//0546 
1 ^ 5 B 6 9 A 2 4 3 
B07 (7)//498A23 6 \ (1)7 
Aggregate 144 “ 45 ^ £7 ^ _50 
4359A 18207 
High - 7 0 2 8 1 A9534 (4)B//2 
1 (1)897 32B4A0 (0)56 — 一 
Middle ( 6 ) A B 2 9 (9)3187/ / ~65 “ 
^ 8//56 (6)B (6)17098423/^ 
Low 750B//29A84 “ (4)305 B16 7// A 
Aggregate |51 52 53 _54 £5 56 57 _58 
" “ 6/ /3 0 ) A B 7 " 541 J (1)6 (6)02 78 
High (8)60 _ ' m (7)AB3 5 (5)4 (4)9 
^ 127 ~~ 938 (8)540 (0) A (A)B6 
Middle (5) OA "^)4B2 (2) "(2)3 7981 一 
^ (B) 156 9 (9)4A8 3 (3)2 
(4) 2836 |(6) \lB |(B) 1105 
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Guitar 
Transformation with respect to first guitar array: RT4IM 
Lyne-pair assignment: High, middle and low lyne-pair use high, low and middle ones 
from first guitar duet respectively. 
Aggregate 1 2 3 4 _5 6 7 _8 
" “ "61 (1) 0287 (7) A3B 9 (9)45// 
High " 5 4 6 9 (9)5 A (A) 106 8 (8)72 
I 05 64A 一 (A)B (B) (B)83 7921 (1)//A 
Middle 78 (8)3 (3) 1925~~ (5)4 (4)A0 (0)B6 
A92 (2) 4 (4)830 (0)17 (7)5 (5)6B// 
Low B075 ~ 16 (6)982 (2)4 3 |(3) 
Aggregate 9 1 0 _ N U U M _ _ 1 5 
" “ 21680745B9 (9)A (A)3//0 \ 
High 5 AB9 3418 (8)0276//94"^ 
5460B 27318 
Middle (6)7/98 (8)1372 B 0645 A// “ 
(A)34 (4)28961 570B (B)// 
L。w (3)A// 50B17 (7) |692A 
Aggregate | 16 117 18 ^ 20 21 122 — 
“ (1)8627A9 3 M B// 
High — (5)B (B) A 162078//5 (5)49 
4 (4)50A6 (6)B217983 
Middle -3 89712 W 
~2 (2)3A849QB5761 7l) 
Low (A)834//76B1^ (0) (0) 9A4 238//7 
Aggregate 23 24 25 26 £7 _28 29 
" “ “ 278601A59 (9)B ^ 
High B (B)3 (3)A782 (2)0 16// 
~ ^ "6 ^ ^ (A)04B 893127// 
Middle - 4 (4)//l 8 7 9325 ^ 6 4 B 0 / / 
(1)//8324A90 jO^ 1B6 7" 
L。>v — (7)01B563A249 (9)8 (8) 
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Aggregate 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 1 ? 
. ^ (7)68214 (4) W 953A 
High ^ (A) 5 3 ^ B (B)4760218// B 
6B (B)0 (0) (0)A45 (5)291 (1) ⑴387//0 
Middle 
^ 9 (9)73 8 (8)BA46 (6) (6)5 
^ (3) 8A2 (2)967 IB 0 5// 2 
Low ： 
(8)//5 ^ 6m 7 (7)0328A9 (9)4 
Aggregate 38 39 ^ ^ ^ 44 
B//8 6 (6)7 4B35A 
High 35 9 4 128670// 
~ ^ (0)B46A (A)52 (2)3 9 781" 
Middle (5)0// 721 (1)398B (B)40A56//923— 
^ (9)8 (8)A436B75 0 一 
Low ~(4)//\67 一 (7) 5B0948A 一 
Aggregate ^ ^ 50 51 
“ “ (A)9// 6720814 39B A 5 (5)//870 
High 3A9B5 612//B 
AB6 40587132 
Middle '1785046 m ^ 
~m 2A 365B1 (1)07// 49 
Low 327/1057 B6 一 |34AB92// 
Aggregate 52 53 54 _55 56 £ _58 
" “ (0)261 (1) 534 9 
High (B)4539A7 (7) “ (7)26 810 
(9)//4 BA065 (5)8 (8)19 723 
Middle 79 (9)18560 "(0)AB (B)4 
A8 (8) 2 (2)3 (3)07B16 (6)5 
L。w B65710 384 (4) "(4)29A 
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A2.3 Array of Soli e Duettini for violin and viola 
Violin 
Transformation with respect to first guitar array: T5M5 
Lyne-pair assignment: High, middle and low lyne-pair use middle, high and low ones 
from first guitar duet respectively. 
Aggregate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
" “ 98 (8)1372B (B)0 (0) 6 (6)4 
High 4 (4)50A (A) (A)6B 217983// 
^ ^ AB9 34 \ (1)802 
Middle 216 807 (7)45B9A3 
B07 516 ~ (6)9 (9)8243 A//5 
Low A3 (3)42 (2)89615 ^ OB 
Aggregate 8 9 W U U U 14 
5 A// 721 (1)398B 40 A56// 
High 0564AB 7921//0B 
” ^ (2)76//9 (9) 4 35B A162078// 54 
Middle (3)//018 627A “ 9354B// ~~ 
(5)0 (0)B17692A 834// 
T 11VV __• 
(B)//4 38 (8)A29671 
Aggregate | 15 16 H \S 21 
1 2 9738BA46 (6)5 (5)0 
High 46A5239 1 (7)81 "A 
(4)9B3A 78 m 6//3 
Middle 278601 A 1 ^ ^ 
T ^ 5 BO (0)94 48A32 
Low B05//8942A3 (3)65B1 (1)07// 29 
Aggregate 22 23 24 25 26 £7 28 29 
(0)// 9 2 317850 (0)46 B (B)A// 
H 夏 gh (A)5 (5)460B27 (7) 318 9 (9)//6 
4 (4)B95 A (A) (A) 10687 (7)2// 
Middle 
1 610287A3 (3) B (B) 9 4 (4)5// 
(2)//76Bl (1) (1)509 9A42 (2) (2)3 (3)8// 
Low 
(9)8 (8) (8)A436 (6) B75 ^ 01// 
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Aggregate 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
. 7 m n (2)54A0B6//1 
High (6) (6)5 (5)A04B893127 ~(7) 
BA 35 (5)94128670// 
Middle 
81 20 (0)674B (B)3 (3) 
701B56 3A24 (4)9 8 
Low 
23A849 (9)0B5 7 6 1//A (A) 9 
Aggregate £7 3S 39 40 ^ 42 43 
‘ (1) (1)879325A64B0 
High (7)//6B0 A45 2 ^ (2)91387//AB67~ 
3 A9 B 5470861 
Middle 
5A9 (9)//672081 4 3 (3)9 
B (B)6571038 (8)429A (A)// "5 
L。w 2483 ~ ~ 01756 B// 
Aggregate 44 45 £7 ^ 50 
" “ 3 (3)279 18560A (A)B4 — 一 
High (4)058 7 (7)1329// ^ 
7l) 2//B4 (4)5 (5)39A726810^ 
Middle (9)BA5//87026 (6)1AB 534 911 0 一 
61B70 328A9 
Low 4 9A82 3 07B16 (6)5//8 
Aggregate |51 52 53 M _55 56 _57 ^ 
" “ 389 (9)7 (7)12 (2)B6A (A) 0 (0)54 
High (B) AO ~ (0)658 (8) (8)1 9723 
(5) 3B4 7 7602 1 (1)8 
Middle (o)76 (6) 8214 (4) 95 (5) 3AB 
4//1 (1)057 B63 (3) (3)4 4A8 92 
Low 78)32 (2)4A (A)9 “ (9)051 |B |(B)6 |(6)7 
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Viola 
Transformation with respect to first guitar array: RT4IM 
Lyne-pair assignment: High, middle and low lyne-pair use middle, high and low ones 
from first guitar duet respectively. 
Aggregate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 _8 
" “ 65A (A) ~ 0 "(OMBT" (8)93 (3)1 (1)27// 
High 7831 — 92 (2) (2)54A (A)0 B (B) 
I Y9 W 8A43 (3) 6B7 5 (5)01// 
Middle — 5 6 (6)982 4 " ( 4 ) 3 ^ 
"si 206 "(6)7 (7) (7)4B 35A9 (9)//6 
L。w 34 (4)B (B) (1)0 (0)68 (8)72 ~ 
Aggregate 9 10 11 U U 
6B0 (0)A4529 1387 (7)// 
High (B)6// "l8793 (3) 25A6 “ 
” ^ A924830175 (5)6 (6)B//8 9 
Middle 1 675 B094 (4)8A32//50B1 
10287 A3B94 
Low (2)7/54 49B3A 7 8201 6" 
Aggregate | 16 “ 17 ^ }9 £1 22 
A (A)B6405871329 ~(9) 
High (6)4B0//327918~ (8) 560 AB4//3 
(9)42A35 B ^ lll_ 
Middle 一 0)7 (7) 6 92A834//1 "(1)05 
'Sll 0 "^>1862 27A9354B (B)// 
Low B 4539A "7268 
Aggregate 23 24 ^ 26 £7 28 29 
" “ (9)//4BA0658" j S ^ 972 3" 
High (3)89712B6A05 (5)4 (4) 
~ ^ A34289615 (5)7 • 
Middle 7 “ (7)B (B)634A 一 (A)8 92// 
2 ~{2) ^ (6)807 45B9A3// 
Low - 0 (0)//9 4 — 3 5BA1 (1)62078// 
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Aggregate 30 31 32 33 M 35 36 37 
. OB (B) 46A (A)52397 8 1// A 
H*GH "(4)//! (1) ^ 3 � 8 B A 4 6 5 _ 
83 (3)24A90 (0) (0) 51B6 
Middle 
56 ^ I (B) (B) 7 (7)0328A94// 7 
27 (7)8 (8) (8)601 (1)A59 (9) “ (9)B43//8 
Low — 3 (5)3B 4 (4)7602 |(2) "(2)1 
Aggregate 38 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 44 
(5)4 (4)60B2731 8 ^ 
High (0)7/923 — ( 3 ) 1785046 
U/A 9A8 2 (2)3 07B16 
MIDDLE ^B (B)L 5 — 0 9A4238// 一 
(8)7026 (6)1A (A)B 5 349// 
(1)8// (9)B547 | (7)08612//5AB 
Aggregate 45 46 47 49 50 _51 
M B2179 (9)83// 05 
High BA//9813 H B0645A// 
^ (6)5// 23A8490 B57 6 \ ⑴"438 
Middle B6571 0384 19 hill 
081439BA 
Low 9341802 (2)7 6//B 
Aggregate 52 53 M £6 £7 _58 
" “ H (4) A (A)B (B)83792 (2)1 
HIGH 7 2 1 3 9 8 B 4 0 (0) (0 )A56 ^ 
^ (8)A29 (9) ^ IBO 5 
Middle (7)01B563 “ (3) "(3)A2 498 “ 
(5)//0 76821 (1)4 (4)95 3AB 
L。w T5 (5)94128 (8)67 (7)0 
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Appendix 3 Pitch-Class Aggregate Size 
A3.1 Two-guitar duet 
Instrument Aggregates Size Average 
Guitarl 1 -7 26 26 16 28 28 17 29 24.57 
Guitar2 1 -8 28 29 20 25 24 18 26 27 24.63 
Guitarl 8- 14 24 21 18 20 15 18 14 18.57 
Guitarl 15-21 16 17 21 21 16 14 15 17.14 
Guitar2 9-15 15 15 18 19 13 18 18 16.57 
Guitar2 16-22 26 17 17 22 12 18 16 18.29 
Guitarl 22-29 14 13 18 18 18 11 14 13 14.88 
Guitar2 23-29 20 15 14 19 14 17 14 16.14 
Guitarl 30-36 16 18 15 17 19 21 20 18 
Guitarl 37-43 12 18 12 13 20 18 20 16.14 
Guitar2 30-37 13 15 12 13 17 16 13 18 14.63 
Guitar2 38-44 20 15 14 20 18 18 16 17.29 
Guitarl 44-50 20 16 15 16 14 14 18 16.14 
Guitar2 45-51 15 15 12 20 16 12 15 15 
Guitarl 51-58 Vl 13 13 13 18 17 1 7 2 \ 
Guitar2 52-58 17 13 17 16 14 14 32 17.57 
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A3.2 Flute-guitar duet 
Instrument Aggregates Size Average 
Flute 1-7 12 12 17 14 17 15 19 15.14 
Flute 8- 14 14 18 15 22 13 23 15 17.14 
Guitar 1 -8 19 13 17 23 12 16 13 13 15.75 
Flute 15-21 16 15 17 19 15 18 18 16.86 
Guitar 9-15 15 14 14 21 14 16 19 16.14 
Guitar 16-22 19 17 14 19 12 16 11 15.43 
Flute 22-29 14 14 25 21 13 15 15 12 16.13 
Guitar 23-29 15 19 17 14 12 24 15 16.57 
Flute 30-36 14 17 13 16 14 15 20 15.57 
Flute 37-43 13 15 12 18 18 14 16 15.14 
Guitar 30-37 18 15 17 16 19 19 14 17 16.88 
Guitar 38-44 14 18 16 17 15 15 19 16.29 
Flute 44-50 16 12 13 15 15 16 17 14.86 
Guitar 45-51 15 17 12 14 16 17 17 15.43 
Flute 51-58 14 13 15 14 17 14 12 15 14.25 
Guitar 52-58 14 17 16 16 16 14 16 15.57 
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A3.3 Violin-viola duet 
Instrument Aggregates Size Average 
Violin 1 -7 21 17 14 18 13 13 20 16.57 
Viola 1 -8 20 11 19 14 14 16 14 13 15.13 
Viola 9-15 16 19 14 15 14 13 19 15.71 
Violin 8-14 14 15 12 16 15 13 14 14.14 
Viola 16-22 13 16 13 17 12 20 16 15.29 
Violin 15-21 13 13 16 11 18 14 15 14.29 
Violin 22-29 17 12 12 15 12 19 13 14 14.25 
Viola 23-29 22 16 14 12 12 12 16 14.86 
Violin 30-36 13 13 20 19 13 16 20 16.29 
Viola 30-37 15 14 18 17 13 18 15 17 15.88 
Violin 37-43 13 15 10 22 16 16 15 15.29 
Violin 44-50 22 12 20 19 15 14 14 16.57 
Viola 38 -44 19 15 14 18 21 17 18 17.43 
Viola 45-51 13 16 12 14 13 14 13 13.57 
Violin 51 -58 20 14 12 12 21 17 12 13 15.13 
Viola 52-58 19 16 17 15 13 17 23 17.14 
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Appendix 4 Simultaneity 
This section lists the number of simultaneous attacks by the two instruments in the 
three duets. Array blocks with one instruments only are not shown as the numbers 
are surely zeros. The numbers in parenthesis are those simultaneous attacks 
containing the same pitch-class. 
A4.1 Two-guitar duet 
Instrument Aggregates Number of Simultaneities Total 
Guitar 1 1 -7 4 12 7 10 9 9 15 66 
Guitar 2 lj-8 (2) (1) (3) 
Guitar 1 15-21 4 7 5 2 1 4 4 27 
Guitar 2 9-15 
Guitar 1 22-29 6 3 2 4 2 5 4 26 
Guitar 2 23—29 (2) (2) (1) (1) (6) 
Guitar 1 37-43 6 5 1 2 5 2 6 27 
Guitar 2 30-37 (1) (1) (2) ， 
Guitar 1 44-50 7 5 3 10 7 3 3 38 
Guitar 2 45-51 (2) (1) (3) 
Guitar 1 51 -58 8 3 5 2 4 3 H ^ 
Guitar 2 52-58 (l) ⑴ (2) 
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A4.2 Flute-guitar duet 
Instrument Aggregates Number of Simultaneities Total 
Flute 8- 14 3 6 6 7 3 3 4 32 
Guitar 1-8 (2) (1) (3) 
Flute 15-21 5 2 7 4 4 8 5 35 
Guitar 9-15 (3) (1) (1) (5) 
Flute 22-29 6 6 3 2 5 2 4 28 
Guitar 23-29 (1) (1) (2) (1) (5) 
Flute 37-43 9 5 1 11 8 4 6 44 
Guitar 30-37 ^ ^ ^ (3) 
Flute 44-50 3 4 1 5 8 6 13 40 
Guitar 45-51 ^ (2) (4) 
Flute 51 -58 1 5 3 5 7 6 9 36 
Guitar 52-58 (l) (1) 
A4.3 Violin-viola duet 
Instrument Aggregates Number of Simultaneities Total 
Violin 1 -7 1 5 5 3 1 2 5 22 
Viola 1-8 (1) (1) (2) (1) (2) (2) (9) 
Violin 8- 14 7 1 7 4 2 9 7 37 
Viola 16-22 (1) (1) (2) (1) (6) (1) (12) 
Violin 22-29 5 1 2 3 1 1 2 15 
Viola 23-29 ( 1 ) ⑴ ⑴ ⑴ (4) 
Violin 30-36 2 4 7 2 4 3 3 ^ 
Viola 30-37 (2) (1) ^ (4) 
Violin 44-50 9 2 2 5 3 6 7 34 
Viola 38-44 ⑴ (1) 
Violin 51 -58 3 4 4 3 7 5 7 33 
Viola 52-58 (l) (2) (3) 
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List of Compositions by Milton Babbitt 
Unpublished Works 
193 5 Generatrix for orchestra (unfinished) 
1940 Composition for String Orchestra (unfinished) 
1940 Music for the Mass I for mixed chorus 
1940 Music for the Mass II 
1941 Symphony (unfinished) 
1941 String Trio 
1948 String Quartet no. 1 
1949 Film music for Into the Good Ground (unfinished) 
1954 Vision and Prayer for soprano and piano 
Published Works 
1946 Three Theatrical Songs for voice and piano 
1947 Three Compositions for Piano 
1948 Composition for Four Instruments (flute, clarinet, violin, cello) 
1948; revised 1954 Composition for Twelve Instruments 
1950 Composition for Viola and Piano 
1950 The Widow 's Lament in Springtime for soprano and piano 
1951 Du for soprano and piano 
1953 Woodwind Quartet 
1954 String Quartet no. 2 
1955 Two Sonnets for baritone, clarinet, viola, and cello 
1956 Duet for piano 
1956 Semi-Simple Variations for piano 
1957 All Set for alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, trumpet, trombone, double bass, 
piano, vibraphone, and percussion 
1957 Partitions for piano 
1960 Sounds and Words for soprano and piano 
1960 Composition for Tenor and Six Instruments (flute, oboe, violin, viola, cello, 
harpsichord) 
1961 Composition for Synthesizer 
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1961 Vision and Prayer for soprano and synthesized tape 
1964 Philomel for soprano and synthesized tape 
1964 Ensembles for Synthesizer 
1965 Relata I for orchestra 
1966 Post-Partitions for piano 
1966 Sextets for violin and piano 
1967 Correspondences for string orchestra and synthesized tape 
1968 Relata II for orchestra 
1969 Four Canons for soprano and contralto 
1969 Phonemena for soprano and piano 
1969 String Quartet no. 3 
1970 String Quartet no. 4 
1971 Occasional Variations for synthesized tape 
1972 Tableaux for piano 
1973 Arie da Capo for five instrumentalists (flute, clarinet/bass clarinet, violin, 
cello, piano) 
1975 Reflections for piano and synthesized tape 
1975 Phonemena for soprano and synthesized tape 
1976 Concerti for violin, small orchestra, and synthesized tape 
1977 A Solo Requiem for soprano and two pianos 
1977 Minute Waltz (or for piano 
4-8 
1977 Playing for Time for piano (part 1 of Time Series) 
1978 My Ends Are My Beginnings for solo clarinetist 
1978 My Complements to Roger for piano 
1978 More Phonemena for twelve-part chorus 
1979 An Elizabethan Sextette for six-part women's chorus 
1979 Images for saxophonist and synthesized tape 
1979 Paraphrases for ten instrumentalists (flute, oboe/English horn, clarinet, bass 
clarinet, bassoon, horn, trumpet, trombone, tuba, piano) 
1980 Dual for cello and piano 
1981 Ars Combinatoria for small orchestra. 
1981 Don for piano four hands 
1982 The Head of the Bed for soprano and four instruments (flute, clarinet, violin, 
cello) 
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1982 String Quartet no. 5 
1982 Melismata for violin 
1982 About Time for piano (part 2 of Time Series) 
1983 Canonical Form for piano 
1983 �Group\vise for flautist and four instruments (violin, viola, cello, piano) 
1984 Four Play for four players (clarinet, violin, cello, piano) 
1984 It Takes Twelve to Tango for piano 
1984 Sheer Pluck {Composition for Guitar) 
1985 Concerto for Piano and Orchestra 
1985 Lagniappe for piano 
1986 Transfigured Notes for string orchestra 
1986 The Joy of More Sextets for violin and piano 
1987 Three Cultivated Choruses for four-part chorus 
1987 Fanfare for double brass sextet 
1987 Fanfare for All (hom, trombone, two trumpets and tuba) 
1987 Overtime for piano (part 3 of Time Series) 
1987 Souper for speaker and ensemble (flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano). 
1987 Homily for snare drum 
1987 Whirled Series for alto saxophone and piano 
1988 In His Own Words for speaker and piano. 
1988 The Virginal Book for contralto and piano 
1988 Beaten Paths for solo marimba 
1988 Glosses for boys' choir 
1988 The Crowded Air for eleven instruments (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, 
marimba, guitar, piano, violin, viola, cello, bass) 
1989 Consortini for five players (flute, piano, vibraphone, marimba, cello) 
1989 Play it Again, Sam for solo viola 
1989 Emblems (Ars Emblematica) for piano 
1989 Soli e Duettini for two guitars 
1989 Soli e Duettini for flute and guitar 
1990 Soli e Duettini for violin and viola 
1990 Envoi for piano four hands 
1991 Four Cavalier Settings for tenor and guitar 
1991 Mehr "Du “ for mezzo-soprano, viola and piano 
1991 Preludes, Interludes, and Postlude for piano 
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1991 None but the Lonely Flute for solo flute 
1992 Septet, but Equal (clarinet 1，clarinet 2, bass clarinet/clarinet 3, violin, viola, 
cello, piano) 
1992 Counterparts for brass quintet (horn, trombone, two trumpets and tuba) 
1993 Around the Horn for solo horn 
1993 Quatrains for soprano and two clarinets 
1993 Fanfare for All for brass quintet 
1993 String Quartet no. 6 
1994 Triad for viola, clarinet, and piano 
1994 Accompanied Recitative for alto saxophone and piano 
1994 Arrivals and Departures for 2 violins 
1994 Tutte le corde for piano 
1994 No Longer Very Clear for soprano, flute, clarinet, violin and cello 
1995 Piano quartet 
1995 Bicenquinquagenary Fanfare for 2 trumpets, horn, trombone and tuba 
1995 Quintet for clarinet and string quartet 
1995 Manifold Music for organ 
1996 When Shall We Three Meet Again ？ for flute, clarinet and vibraphone 
1998 Concerto for Piano and Orchestra no. 2 
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